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IIREAKNG ICE ON POND — like many other Calloway County farmers, lames Tucker of Tucker Farms in Kirksey
'has been forced to brave the recent icy conditions in order to take care of his livestock Tuckers shown here
breaking the six-inch ice on his pond for his 30 one-year-old calves to drink. He milks 60 cows and has 12 calves, in
addition to the one-year-olds. Tucker also has to attend to his cow's teats by putting on lotion to *vent irritation
from the cold. Last year, he had to sell seven cows for slaughter because their teats froze. Farmers, however, were
not the only ones inconvenienced by the weather. Kirkland Trucking, the company which picks up Tucker's milk
every other day had to switch from a tractor-trailer rig to a two-ton truck in order to negotiate the icy roads.
Photo S Jennie B Gordon
Saturday Classes 1.1u.st Great'
S6perintendent Repods. Today
Murray Independent School
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
said today that classes held Saturday in
the system "went just great."
_ Citing percentage attendance rates
which showed Thursday with 83.42
percent of enrolled pupils attending and
Friday with 86.97 percent attending,
Jeffrey said he felt that the 78.19
Saturday attendance percentage was
good.
Students in the city school system did
not attend classes Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday because of inclimate
weather. School was in session Thur-
sday and Friday, however whool buses
did not run. A snow bus pickup point
system was scheduled to be used for the
Saturday classes. However, when most
of the ice melted Friday afternoon,
buses were able to run their regular
routes on Saturday one hour late.
Calloway County schools, which were
closed today and all of last week, are
scheduled to reopen one hour late on
Tuesday, according to county
superintendent Jack D. Rose. School
buildings will be open, however, at the
regular time for those parents *ho wish
to drop their children off. Buses will
Wily run on roads which drivers con-
sider safe.
The main attendance problem en-
countered Saturday was at Murray
High School where some students were
already committed to Saturday jobs.
Jeffrey indicated that some students
were able to work out an agreement
City Planners
Meet Tuesday
A decision on privately owned out-
door recreational facilities as con-
ditional uses in the Murray zoning
ordinance is on the agenda for city
planning commissioners Tuesday
night.
The planning commission is expected
to meet in city council chambers
beginning at 7 p.m.
A planning commission recom-
mendation expected Tuesday night
. follows a December public hearing on
the matter. Generally, if okayed by the
commission and city council, the new
clause in the zoning ordinance would
allow miniature golf courses, go-cart
tracks and outdoor batting ranges in
Murray.
Also, according to the agenda for the
planning commission meeting, com-
mission members are expected to hear
a suggestion of a hospital zone for
Murray. City planner Steve 7,es said
hospital zones are not uncommon. A
hospital zone in Murray would take in
the area surronding Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Planning commission members are
also expected to discuss a new land use
plan for the city; hold a public hearing'
on proposed fee amendments to the
zoning ordinance Ind subditris'.on
regulations, and discuss the city's 1979
rommunny Development pre-
application, in the Tuesday session.
with their employers, while others were
not.
Attendance figures from the high
school show the most marked decrease
of all three school levels. Thursday's
percentage was 82.95, Friday's 86.98,
while Saturday's attendance was only
70.04 percent.
This compares with Murray Middle
School's figures of 87.25 percent for
Thursday, 90.20 percent for Friday, and
86.06 percent for Saturday. Combined
percentages for Carter Elementary and
Robertson Elementary showed
Thursday with 80.34 percent, Friday
with 83.90 percent, and Saturday with
78.46 percent.
"We feel that Saturday was very
profitable as far as the students were
concerned," Jeffrey explained.
"Teachers were able to teach three
good days and provide continuity to
lessons with the back-to-back days."
The superintendent pointed out that
the local school board has mandated 175
days for classroom instruction this year
regardless of whether the state allows
school systems some calamity days.
Whereas, in the past, the Murray school
system had five more school days built
into its school year calendar than the
state required, these extra days were
eliminated this year. Since the local
system had paid for these five days,
receiving no assistance from the state,
the board decided it was too costly an
undertaking.
Therefore, snow days must be made
up during the year's school calendar.
''We can use the mini-break, spring
break, Saturdays or hours after school
to make up the time," Jeffrey said.
"We felt that Saturday would be a good
solution in this case since it would be
better to go to school on' Saturday now
rather than later in the school year."
Jeffrey was also quick to point out
that the school board voted against
having a six-day school week.
"Saturdays will not be used when the
students have been in school for five
days already," he said.
In the future, the superintendent said
he hopes to be able to announce earlier
when Saturday classes will be
necessary. We realize that families
sometimes have plans for the weekend,
and we will not overplay Saturdays as a
make-up alternative."
Jeffrey expressed his appreciation to
the parents, students,, teachers and
merchants of the community for their
cooperation in the Saturday scheduling.
Motive Still Unknown
Investigation Continues
th Murder Of Woman Here
Murray Police Department today is
involved in a full-scale investigation,
trying to determine a motive in the
strangulation death of a Murray
woman found dead in her Hale's Trailer
Court mobile home Friday night.
Dr. David Barrett, a pathologist at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, said
Saturday Vivian Gail Johnson, 21, of C-3
Hale Trailer Court, located on Cold-
water Road, died from strangulation
and-or drowning.
Police are waiting the outcome of
further tests later today to determine if
the woman had been sexually molested.
The woman, formerly of Paris,
Tenn., was found lying nude in a
bathtub filled with water about 6 p.m.
Friday by a woman who lives in the
trailer court, police said.
Police said the woman was last seen
alive about 12:30 a.m. Friday after she
dropped a friend off at her home. Both
Dr. tt and Calloway County
Coro Tommy Walker said the
woman died about 1:30 a.m. Friday.
The police spokesman said a
girlfriend who knew Miss Johnson and
who knew the woman didn't go to an
appointment Friday morning, called
the woman next door after .after
repeated calls to Miss Johnson's trailer
only got busy signals.
The woman in trailer next door went
to Miss Johnson's trailer, found the
door unlocked and then went inside,
discovering the body, She then went to




Two Mayfield women have been
arrested in connection with the theft of
a purse from a Mayfield couple and
allegedly attempting Co--pass checks
found in the purse.
The two have been identified by+1
Mayfield police officials as Rhoda
Brown and Gloria Jean Perkins, both of'
Mayfield. They were arrested Friday
about 5:30 p.m. and have been charged
with receiving stolen property.
The two were implicated in incidents
arising from a report of a purse being
taken from an automobile in Mayfield
Dec. 25.
Murray Police Department officials
lkst week began an investigation of the
incident after allegedly forged checks
were written at Scott Drugs and Big K
in Murray. Purchases with the alleged
forged checks have also been reported
in Paducah and Hopkinsville.
In addition to the charges in
Mayfield, the two women face forgery
and theft charges in Murray, according
to a spokesman with the Murray Police
Department.
Kentucky House To Move From
Idle To High Gear On Tuesday
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky House will move from idle to
high gear Tuesday when the leadership
introduces its package of tax relief
legislation.
Meanwhile, the Senate will resume
its questioning of administration of-
ficials in search of information on the
state budget, and will ask Gov. Julian
Carroll to take the stand.
After a week of relative inactivity, a
tax package worked out by the House
leadership was to be presented to the
Democratic caucus today, a legislative
holiday.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, said the
legislation could move rapidly through
the House with the Democratic
majority behind it, and could be
Area Projects Would Be
Affected Under One Plan
If the Kentucky legislature turns to
the Capital Construction Fund for
money to finance tax cuts, several
scheduled projects, including three in
the Murray area, will have to be can-
celed, Gov. Julian Carroll has said.
The local projects affected would be
the design of an Armory for the Murray
unit of the Kentucky National Guard
($19,000); the animal dianostic
laboratory slated for either Murray
State University or the University of
Kentucky ($500,000); and $550,000 in
investment income funds scheduled for
the Mayfield Post of the Kentucky State
U. 'Gov. Thelma Steval insd. ilate
Auditor George Atkins have said that
some General Fund and investment
income could be trhnmed from the fund
to support tax cuts without affecting the
projects according to a report in
Sunday's Louisville Courier Journal
Atkins, who conducted an audit of the
Capital Construction Fund, turned up
$28.5 rnillin in recurring funds — about
$10 million from the General Fund and
$18.5 millin from investments -- that he
said might be used to finance tax cuts
Using those funds would not
necessarily affect projects becau.se
funds are routinely transferred from
project to project at the discretion of
Departmental Finance officials, Atkins
is reported to have saki._
But Friday, Carroll said that changes
in Capital Construction Fund
procedures implemented. July .1 tie
appropriations directly to specific
projects. If the $28.5 millionn were
taken from that fund, Carroll said, the
Murray area projects as well as many
more throughout the state would be
cancelled.
enacted by the end of the week.
The package will include legislation
to reduce the state property tax and
income tax, to eliminate the state sales
tax on residential utilities and to reduce
traffic fines.
"We're in much better shape than
you thought," Richardson said.
Meanwhile. the Senate will continue
informing itself on the budget before
moving ahead with specific legislative
proposals to cut taxes.
Sen. John Berry, 1)-New Castle, who
presides over the Senate when it meets
as a committee of the whole, said
senators would convene Tuesday
morning to finish questioning state
Finance Department officials Gordon
Duke and Clark Beauchamp, and would
then begin questioning Gov. Julian
Carroll.
Carroll will be testifying under oath
like other witnesses and is expected to
come in for some sharp questioning.
Berry said he hopes to get some
economists to testify on various
economic theories tossed out last week.
The Senate passed its first two bills of
the special session before adjourning
for the three-day weekend, and Berry
said he expects other "housekeeping"
or noncontroversial bills to be enacted
this week.
However, he said it would be at least
a 'week from Wednesday before the
Sena* would tackle any major tax-
cutting proposals He noted that the
latest state revenue estimates will not
be available until a week from
Tuesday.
and alerted someone there who called
Police found the woman's body
floating in the tub full of water, her
head turned toward the faucet end. The
drain of the tub had apparently been
plugged with bathroom tissue.
Police said they found a blouse and
bra on the floor in the bathroom and
discovered the buttons from the blouse
in the living room.
The police spokesman said the
woman had marks on her forehead,
neck and left arm.
A broken ash tray was found in the
living room of the trailer, police said.
Police today said they are baffled
about a motive in the woman's death.
There were no signs of a forced entry
into the mobile home. Police said a
friend told them the woman sometimes
left the phone off the hook when she
didn't want to take calls. And police
said there are no indications robbery
was a motive.
Police said preliminary indications
are her assailant attacked her in the
living room, strangled her there and
then placed the body in the bathroom
tub. There was no evidence of a
struggle in the bathroom, police said.
A police spokesman said if further.
tests on the woman's body, expected to
be completed performed this afternoon,
indicate Miss Johnson was sexually
molested, the motive in her death will
probably be designated as rape.
Murray police have interviewed 20-25
witnesses since Friday night, the
spokesman said.
Police said the woman had worked at
a variety of jobs here since first at-
tending Murray State University in
1976. She had recently worked at Big K
and Thursday enrolled again as a
student at MSU, police said.
Miss Johnson was the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Perry Johnson of Henry
County. A sister, Miss Andrea Johnson,
two brothers, Perry Johnson and
Russell Johnson, and her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. L.L. Adams and Mrs.
Mamie Witt, all of Paris, stirvive.
Funeral services are scheduled
Tuesday. Ridgeway Morticians in Paris
has charge of arrangements. •
Chicago Digging Out
Of Secolid Worst
Blizzard In Its History.
CHICAGO ( AP) — The nation's
second-largest city dug out from its
second-worst blizzard in history today
with a special army of 2,500 workers.
Crews reopened one runway at O'Hare
International Airport, the world's
busiest, after snow forced a weekend
shutdown.
But the forecast was for possibly
more snow by midweek.
Helicopters were used today to take
sick and injured to Chicago-area
hospitals because ambulances could
not get through the 30 inches of snow,
20.9 inches of it from the weekend storm
that hit the Midwest and left at least 29
persons dead — seven in Chicago alone.
O'Hare was closed to all flights from
midday Saturday until early this
morning, when one runway reopened.
United Airlines said its service to and
from Chicago would be reduced by at
least 70 percent during much of the day.
Seven of 11 emergency centers set up
in the city to distribute food reported
their supplies were exhausted by
Sunday, and requests for emergency
fuel supplies depleted the reserves at
two city storage facilities, officials
said.
Elsewhere in the Midwest, the snow
combined with sub-freezing tem-
peratures to cause traffic accidents,
break weather records, strand
travelers and leave thousands without
electricity.
The temperature plummeted
throughout the Midwest with South
Bend, Ind., reporting a record low of -50
degrees at 4 a.m. today. It was -13 in
Chicago.
Northern Illinois, Kansas and eastern
Iowa were under states of emergency.
There were 11 weather-related deaths
in Illinois, two in Iowa, five in Kansas
and two in Missouri, where the National
Guard was called out over the weekend
to rescue motorists. Kansas , deac-
tivated its guardsmen today. -`-`
Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana all
struggled with more than a foot of new
snow following the weekend storm.
There were eight deaths in Wisconsin
and one in Indiana.
The forecast for the snow-buried
areas was grim. The National Weather
Service said another major storm could
be in store for the Midwest by mid-
week. Chicago faced a 40 percent
chance of more snow by toitight.
Most deaths were attribu&d to ex-
posure. Travelers died attempting to
walk from stranded automobiles to
safety, and some pedestrians who
slipped and fell were unable to get up
due to their injuries. Others died in
traffic accidents or of heart attacks.
The National Weather Service said a
Fiscal Court To
Meet Thursday
CallOway Cdunty Fiiical Court is
expected to Meet 1 p.m. Thursday, Jan
18.
Thr sessioti, in the offices of county
judge-executive Robert 0 Miller, is
open to the public
23-inch snowstorm in 1967 was
Chicago's worst, but that there had
never before been more than 29 inches
of snow on the ground.
Chicago Mayor Michael A. Bilandic
toured the city by helicopter Sunday,
and 2,500 city workers were ordered to
begin the massive snow removal effort
today.
Motorists who dared el, venture out
were warned to be prepared for long
delays, and the mayor asked
businessmen to order staggered work
shifts to minimize congestion.
The roofs of several buildings
collapsed under the snow, authorities
said. But there were no reported in-
juries.
One man was shot tied another was
arrested when an offi-cluty policeman
tried to stop one of three lootings
reported on deserted city streets over
the weekend. The wounded man was
hospitalized in good condition.
National Guardsmen on their way to
a Rock Falls, Ill., armory were
diverted to evacuate stranded
motorists on Illinois roads, and the
Guard's armory was used as a shelter
for travelers Sunday night.
A fire department helicopter plucked
four people from Lake Michigan
Sunday morning after they abandoned
a stranded fishing boat and started
walking across the frozen lake.
Some 26,000 residents of Frankfort,
Ky., were without power late Sdnday
due to an overloaded circuit at a sub-
station in nearby Lexington. Tem-
peratures hovered near zero in the
state's capital city and a spokesman for
the utility said it was not known when
power would be restored.
In Colorado, authorities feared an
automobile may have been caught in an
avalanche on Red Mountain during a
severe cnt.wctorm Sunday.
today's index














Partly cloudy, breezy and not
as cold tonight. Lows 15 to 20.
Partly cloudy and warmer
Tuesday. Highs in the low to mid
30s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday calls
for a chance of rain or snow








1g Monday, January LS
Waterfield and Pogue
**libraries at Murray State
• .r.'University will resume nor-
L.roal hours today for the spring
-.semester with the opening at 8
'a.m.
mcgot COMMUNITY***.. •so* CAT X NDAR
• I • imm
Parents Anonymous will
eet at 7:15 p.m. at the
zimanue1 Lutheran Church,
A5th and Main Streets. For
*formation call 759-1792 or
153-9261.
Recovery. Inc., will meet at.
4he Health Center, North
'Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
; Board of Directors of Need
:1-ine has rescheduled its
monthly board meeting at 12
Ooon at the Triangle
estaurant.
Singles 'irnited will meet
•`,44t 7:30 p.m. le social hall
,1:c,tf the First UnifOi Methodist
.1•Church.
  •
Bluegrass State CB Club is
cicheduled to meet at the lodge
*all on the north side of the
knourt square in downtown
'4Rurray at 7 p.m.
GAs, Gr. 1-4, First Baptist
Church, will meet at 2:45 p.m.zit the Fellowship Hall.
: Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 pari. at the club
. house with Dr. Donald Hughes
io speak on "Diabetes."
*.-;Calloway County
itssociation for Retarded
citizens will meet in Room
240, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University. All members and
interested persons are invited.
•• Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
hd Accepted Masons wlfl





Board of Directors will meet
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library
meeting room. Note change of
date due to weather con-
ditions.
Special Bible Journaling
session of First Christian
Church will be held" at the
home of John Pasco, Sr., 306
North 14th Street, at 7 p.m.
Regular classes for the
Spring 1979 term at Murray
State University will began
today with absences being
recorded.
Monday, January 15
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home. of Connie
White at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, January 16
Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association, International




Murray TOPS ( Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
7 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at the
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
•-!...GAs, Grades 5-6, First
iloptist Church, will meet at
S.:n.5 p.m.
.7 -Carillon Bell Choir of First
haptist Church will meet at 4
In?
Coda on Ministries of
„first United Methodist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
ie church.
Jonathan Aurora Action
tonunittee will meet at 7 p.m.
„in the Bank of Benton Branch
Siffice at Aurora.
Ellis Center will be open
10 a.m. toTrirIr for
 eviivities by-live-Murray.
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
United Methodist Women of
Martin's Chapel Church are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Senior Adults of First.
Baptist Church are scheduled
to have a potluck luncheon at
the Fellowship Hall of the
church at 12 noon.
Chamber Bell Choir of First
Baptist Church will meet at
3:30 p.m. at the church.









For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church has
rescheduled its meeting at 1
p.m. in Gleason Hall. A white
elephant auction will be held
after the business meeting.
Sing and Tell of First"'
liaptist Church will meet at 6
p.m. at the church.
Wednesday, January
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet- at 9 a.m. at
Mar Lane Ceramics and then
go to the home of Margaret
Taylor for the meeting. Note
change in date.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy has cancelled its
meeting for this month.
Baptist Men of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at
the Triangle Restaurant at I;
noon.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
hold the monthly dinner
meeting in the fellowship hall
of the church at 6
Study Group of First
Christian Church will meet at
the home of the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, 1312
Wells Boulevard, at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, January 17
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Ladies day luncheon- is
scheduled at 42,1ts Country
Club with- r_ce„,a White, 492-
8586, anc:C.,•7ginia Jones, 753-




and Mountain, will be shown
at 7p.m. tnthe Student Center
Auditorranr---hturray State-
University. This is open to the




 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY
16, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) "(IA
Be a jack-of-all-trades now,
handling the minor respon-
sibilities that will crop-up in
various departments of life.
Accent flexibility.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) t:$
Romantic thoughts per-
meate your moods today, but
it may be hard to rouse a
spark of interest from others
at the present time.
GEMINI
(May 21 to-June 20) no,-
Except for a few small
Items, you'll probably not find
- What you're looking for when
shopping. A day for puttering
around the house.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) SOO
Fluctuating moods may
make it difficult to follow
through on ideas now. Your
thoughts may wander from
one thing to another.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22) 4.1244-g
Displeasure over your own
finances may darken your
mood for a spell. 'Then the
situation brightens when you
purchase a small item for
yourself.
VIRGO"
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nPLII.
A day of inactivity which
you'll brighten up by spending
some time by yourself. What
you're looking for now comes
from within.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Alone with your -thoughts,
you'll review both the good
' and had of recent develop-
-merits. By day's end you'll feel
-pleased with yourself.
,SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In"
You may resent a friend's
intrusion on your privacy, but
once out among others, you'll
find the day better than your
expectations.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) fte#
A business associate's
abrupt behavior may turn you
off, but it's nothing to get




Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
You're in the mood for
cultural activities, but the
affairs of business keep your
mind on more mundane
matters. Financial gain is
possible.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Not a day for wheeling and
dealing, though moderate
financial opportunities should
be capitalized on. Go along
with the ideas of a close ally.
PISCES
Xr Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Even with your support, a
or close friend may
plish as much as
anticipated. Be content to help
out *small ways.
YOU BORN TODAY are
ambitious and practical. In
business, you can succeed in
government work, banking,
and as an executive of an
organization, but mental
pursuits would probably be
more to your liking. You have
a natural talent for law,
literature, science and the
professional world, but often
you stick to the wrong job
because of the certainty of a
guaranteed income. Never
fear, you'll always have the
ability to commercialize your
talents, so it's worth it to take
a chance on them. Art, music,
painting and architecture are,-Ajh
other fields of interestfor you.-.
Rirthdate of: Ethel Merman,
musical-comedy star.
Moods Affect Buyitw Habits
So Watch When Shopping'




The way you feel when
shopping may influence your
----choice more than your need
for the article.
'---- The way you feel about
money is a clue to how Ad
why you'shop or save money.
Attitudes about money are
also likely to affect your
relationships with others. See
if your spending patterns
reflect your attitude by
comparing yourself to the
following buyingtypes.
The bargain buyer is less
interested in the merchandise
than in getting a bargain.
These people find a sale and a
bargain hard to resist.
The depressed buyer may
buy or do something special
for compensation for a quick
pick-me-up on a day that is
frustrating or gloomy. A small
purchase often does the trick
- a new hairdo, a magazine or
a fancy dessert. For others,
the depression may last longer
and the purchase may be a big
item, such as a new car,
carpeting or a piece of fur-
niture.
The spiteful buyer feels
unappreciated and buys
things to annoy someone in the
family or at least get at-
tention. This buyer may not
need, or even like, the pur-
chase and often remains
dissatisfied. • Complaints
'about the purchase are
common and this tends to
make the buyer and the family
Special Hints Listed
For The Winter Cold
You can protect your home,
your pocketbook and yourself
from the winter cold with
these hints from the special
Cold Weather Catalog in the
February 1 Family Circle.
If you're a jogger, don't let
the cold stop you. Make sure
you do some warm up exer-
cises first and pay more at-
tention to your clothing.
Waterproof, nonslip shoes are
important, as is layered
clothing. That includes
thermal underwear and
mittens or even socks over
your hands.
Hands off - if you want to
keep those winter colds away.
That's the word from Dr. J. M.
Gwaltney and other in-
vestigators at the University
of Virginia. According to their
research, 10 seconds of hand-
to-hand contact with an in-
fected person resulled in the
transference of cold viruses in
71 per cent of the cases tested.
Quit smoking to get rid of
the chills. According to Or.
John Grossman, smoking
contracts blood vessels, which
cuts down circulation and
makes smokers feel the cold
more • than- non-smokers -de:
Wintertime is moving time
if you want to save some
money. Placing furniture
away from windows and
outside walls makes them
wanner to sit in, white rring
them away from radiators and
vents allows the warm air to
circulate more freely.
Mittens will keep your
hands warmer than gloves.
They allow air to circulate
around your fingers and
conduct heat - gloves don't.
Haul out that old wood-
burning stove from the attic, if
you're lucky enough to have
one. It not only cuts heating
costs, wood is nonpolluting.
Don't get nipped by frost-
bite! According , to Dr. John
Grossman, Frostbite starts
with pain, but the danger
signals are numbness and a
change to white in skin color.
Try immersing the numb area
in 105 deg. water and if that
doesn't work, see a doctor. If
you think you have frostbite,
never return to the cold or nib
the area with snow.
The 'layered-look' is not
only fashionable, it's good
health-sense in the winter.
According to Dr. Maxim Asa,
director of the New York
Stress and Research Center,
wear lots of layers when you
gout in the cold to retain
your body heat. When you
come in fnnrr thecotd tinfiee
your clothing, layer by layer
This helps the body adjust to
changes in temperatures.
Before heading out, try a few
warm-up exercises for the
same reason.
even more unhappy.
The wishful buyer has the
desire to be healthy, hand-
some, youthful or active to the
opposite sex which influences
purchases. Hundreds of
products are available and
advertised to appeal to -this
wishful thinking.
Accepting your age, ap-
pearance and stage in life will
help you control your spending
for products that can rarely
make a difference in your
feelings about yourself.
Many spending problems
are tied to unrealistic reasons
for making purchases.
Awareness of the problem is
the first step toward solving it.
HEALTH
Treatment for goiter
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -
Please tell me all you can
about a goiter. I have an
inside goiter in my neck. My
neck is swollen behind, in
front and on the side. I bave
lumps in my neck and my
face is swollen. My doctor
gave me thyroid tablets
which will take from three to
six months to reduce it and I
have arthritis in my neck,
back, arms ancill. Is it
some that t choke
me? Should it be en out or
wait? I had a thyroid scan.
I have beard that taking
thyroid tablets makes you
hungry all the time. Is there
a good diet? I have just been
taking thyroid eight days.
DEAR READER - An
Phillips To
Speak Here
Bill Phillips will be the
featured speaker at the
Tuesday noon luncheon
meeting of the First Baptist
Church Senior Adult Group to
be held at the Fellowship Hall.
Phillips will speak on the
subject of "Inflation and the
Elderly Consumer."
Phillips, a native of
Calloway County, is the City
Attorney of Murray and
chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Senior
Citizens. He also instructs in
Paralegal Studies at Murray
State University and is the
reader and creator of the
radio program, ``The Bible
Speaks." He is a candidate for
state representative from the
Fifth District-
"Inflation is the silent thief
who strikes hardest at those
persons on fixed incomes,"
id Mr. Phillips: "Goveni-77-
- merit overspending on
-wasteful unnecessary social'
programs has resulted in a
hidden tax called inflation
which is wiping out the-
savings of working and retired
people," he further com-
mented.
Phillips has a degree in
economics and is in the
general practice of law in
Murray. He is a frequent
speaker before groups and
organizations in the area on a




John Nanny, owner of
John's Saving Center, High-




In 1800, women wore so few
clothes that their whole attire,
Including shoes, was expected



























ITEMS ON SALE THAT MAY
NOT FIT YOUR PRESENT
NEEDS BUT WE ARE SELL
INS EVERY ITEM IN OIM.
















inside or inward goiter re-
fers to an enlarged thyroid
gland that extends below the
breast bone just at the bot-
tom of the neck. If part of the
goiter is trapped behind the
breast bone, it can produce
pressure on the wind pipe.
Since.you've had a thyroid
scan, I would presume that
you had a rather careful
evaluation of your thyroid
status. I am not optimistic
that your goiter is going to
disappear in just a few
months, however, even if
you are taking thyroid medi-
cines.
It is true that thyroid is
given to help reduce the size
pie overeating and not
enough physical activity.
Nevertheless, I am sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 4-7, Weight Losing Diet
so you will have a sensible
well-balanced diet that you
could use to control your
weight.
If you don't need to lose
weight, I'd suggest that you
follow the diet and add what-
ever additional calories and
other feods you like to main-
tain your weight level. If you
want to lose weight, then
just limit your foods to the
items listed in the diet.
Other readers Who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
of the goiter. It works best a long, stamped, self-ad-
when the gland is relatively dressed envelope for it. Send
small. From your descrip- your request to me in care of
Lion, it sounds to me like this newspaper, P.O. Box
your enlargement might be 1551, Radio City Station,
rather marked. New York, NY 10019.
In any case, I am sure it's I would like to emphasize
worth a trial to see if it starts that most overweight people
to decrease the size of the' do not need thyroid medi-
thyroid gland. If it doesn't, eine. In fact, thyroid pills
you may need to have sur- are overused if anything and
gery to relieve the pressure are often given when they
created by the goiter. shouldn't be. The Food and
Whether this is necessary Dru* Administration is
depends on what symptoms, making an extra effort to
if any, you may have cur- discourage the use of thyroid
rently. medicines to treat obesity.
Taking thyroid medicine If you have normal thyroid
shouldn't increase your ap- 4,inction and then take thy-
petite an awful lot unlesslou roid medicine, all that really
had a low thyroid state to happens is that your own
begin with. You can have a thyroid gland quits pro-
goiter and have normal thy- ducing so much hormone.
roid function. If you were The end result is no real
low on thyroid, that can be a change in the amount of
factor in contributing to thyroid hormone available
obesity. to your body. The difference
Most cases of obesity, is that your thyroid gland is
however, are caused by sim- less active.
Hold 'Cookie Sale
Girl Scout leaders from the
Bear Creek Service- Area of
Kentuckiana Council met
Friday, Jan. 12, for the Cookie
Rale Kick-off Luncheon. This.
annual sale raises muCh
needed revenue to support the
'Girl Scout Organization,
continuing a tradition which
dates back to the early 30's.
Seven varieties will be of-
fered for sale this year, in-
cluding the original Trefoil
-Shortbread, and a new cookie,
the Old Fashioned Granola
Cookie. All are made with 100
percent vegetable shortening
and no preservatives.
Girl Scouts will be taking
orders for cookies from Jan.
27, through Feb. 11. Anyone
wishing to buy cookies, but
who is not contacted, may -
place an order by calling the
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By Abigail Van Buren
Reverend Raps
Title Dropper
DEAR ABBY: I take strong exception to the writer who
took you to task for addressing a clergyman as "Reverend
So and So."
She wrote, "Reverend is an adjective, meaning honorable.
You may say, 'The Reverend Mr. Blank,' or 'The Reverend
Dr. Blank,' but, Abby, please do not address a clergyman as
'Reverend Anybody.' It's simply not done!"
How wrong! As a minister of the United Methodist
Church I have always been addressed as "Reverend"— same
as my father and father-in-law, and I love it. I would object
vigorously were members of my congregation to address me
as "Mister."
Our Episcopal friends address their bishop as "Right
Reverend." I maintain that common usage by countless
thousands-makes it OK to call a pastor "Reverend."
If it's correct for our Catholic friends to call their priest
"Father," or for our Jewish friends to call their clergyman
"Rabbi," then it should be OK for my parishioners land
others) to call me "Reverend."
Sign me...
REVEREND H IN ILLINOIS
DEAR REVEREND H.: The English language purists
will probably shoot me down, but adjectives serve well in
addressing people. However:
The hassle over the use of Reverend
Will neverend.
DEAR ABBY: K IN PONTIAC wrote to say that during a
job interview she was asked if she had plans to start a family
in the near future. She said."! never dreamed that such an
inquiry wouline-made inihil ay of equal rights." Therilhe-
asked if you_ thought that was a proper question to ask a
woman applicant.
You replied, "When a new employee is hired, the
employer makes an investment in time and training. He
therefore has a right to know if the applicant plans to have a
family —and, if so, when. Some women take a leave of
absence, from their jobs to have and raise children. Men do
Abby, your response may sound reasonable, but unless an
ensptuyerwwk5 the lame question of mien applicants, he is in
violation of Title V161 of the Civil Rights lict,of I964.for sex
discrimination.
• L IN TUCSON
DEAR L: My response was valid as far as it went, but I
should have added, "However, employers must ask the
same question of men applicants in order to stay within the
• law. Since that is a difficult rule to follow, most Personnel
di• rectors now idyls. rhat questions about tangly plans not
be asked."
• DEAR ABBY: I see by your column that chastity belts are
.making a comeback.
Do you know of an orthopedic surgeon-blacksmith team
who could design a combination neck brace and side-blinders
for my husband?
When we walk down the street, he practically twists his
neck off every time he sees a pretty girl.
LOLLIE IN PHOENIX
DEAR LOLLIE: Let him look. When he's through looking,
he's through.
Do yam wish you had mere Meads? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet; "Hew To Be Popular;
You're Never Toe You or Tee Old." Seed $1 with • lea*,
selteddremed, stamped 128 omits) esvelopo to Abby. 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, CallLIPO212.







Mr. and Mrs. John Holland
-
Mr. and Mrs. John Holland,
long time residents of Murray
and Calloway County, who
hive retired to East Palatka,
Florida, were honored by their
children with a surprise 50th
wedding anniversary
celebration, Thursday, Dec.
28, during a family reunion.
The Bronson-Mulholland
House in Palatka was the
scene of the festivities. The 124
year old restored house Jahn_
ante-bellum house of unusual
design and is located in
Mulholland Park with a view
of the St. Johns River.
Two connecting parlors,
beautifully decorated for the
holiday season, were used.
The large tiered anniversary
cake was served in the front
parlor from a round 'idea-inn
table covered with a ,ctitwork,
heirloom tablecloth: An art-
fully arranged spray of golden
mums and daisies lay on the
table beside the cake. Other
larger arrangements of yellow
mums and daisies were used
in the reception rooms.
The buffet table was set up
in the connecting parlor. An
assortment of cheeses, party
sandwiches, nuts, mints,
assorted vegetables and dip,
Christmas cookies, candies,
'and shrimp cocktail were
served from silver and crystal
containers. An ice ring of fruit
and mint sprigs floated in the
golden punch. The beautiful
and delicious party meal was
prepared and served by Mrs.
Carl (Vicky) Holland.
Mrs. Holland, the honoree,
wore a sky blue chiffon and
jersey floor length dress
accented with a double orchid
corsage.
, The six children and their
families were in Florida for
the holidays. Attending were





Ohio; Bill and Janet Holland,
Westland, Mich.; Larry_ and
Glenda-Holland,
Carl and Vicky Holland, Lake
...,C?mo, FL
Joining in the celebration
were their 15 grandchildren:
Christy Hughes, Knoxville,
Tenn.; Melissa, Diane, Jerry
and John Holland, Hopkin-
sville; Charles Lee, Denise,
and Richard Holland,
Maumee, Ohio; Lori, Randy
and Mike Holland, Westland,
Mich.; Tammy, Angie and
Jeffrey Holland, Crofton; and




Alison Weaver of Murray
will be one of the 26 students at
the Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green,
whose selected works will be
 on exhibit at the Gallery in the
Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center
from Tuesday, Jan. 16,
through Thursday, Feb. 8.
The works were chosen by
the art faculty from those
done in art studios during the
fall semester. The exhibit of
thirty works will include
paintings, drawings, sculp-
ture, weavings prints, and
ceramics.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Mondays through








If you'rb 65 or over, or soon will be,
then you owe it to yourself to look into the
benefits of the NEW Blue Cross and Blue Shield
High Option Medicare Supplement Program.
Under this plan you -get a lifetime maximum
coverage of S250.000 This valuable cover-
age supplements your Medicare without
duplicating it ,The Plan pays the deductible
and co-payment provisions of Medicare Part
A for each spell of illness And it pays in full
hospital charges for outpatient services not
covered by Medicare
This program also provides additional bene-
fits slier an annual deductible is met for
physician s charges home health services,
skilled nursing facilities plus more
There are no health questions to answer
'however, or* members have a 6-month
walfrni2 Period for preexisting conditions
Prescription Drug Coverage
This High Option Medicare Supplement
Man proyrdb.s pcascriptitin drug pane , . „4.....t.dorrys. _.  
—.,............ ..._
hit Drugs requiring prescriptions will 'Cltyratate  
-, ZIP - 
be Covered at the rate of 80% after 
. •
a separate deductible of $100 per 
tan presently a member Of Blue Cross end Blue Shield of
Present Blue Cross and Blue Shield mem-
bers having met the waiting period and
desiring to upgrade their present Medicare
Supplement coverage to the new High
Option Program have no waiting period
To get all the details on this quality, prepaid
health care plan, mail the coupon today
Complete and mail to
Special Accounts Division. Blue Cross and Blue Stueld
of Kentucky 9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville, KY 40223
Please send me information about the High Option
$250.000 Medicare Supplement Program I understand no
health questions will be asked
'Meg Sieri; SI. • '14•11 11.1.. M. Shiro Ao..,
Name
KY MY Calagicate ale 










Peggy Truman, and Candy
Bush, Bowling Green; Joe















Cave; Mark Rosenthal, Silver





The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held a
dinher party on Sunday, Dec.
17, at the Ellis Community
Center.
Dinner was served to
nineteen members and their
guests.
Members and guests
present were Ila and Tommy
Brown, Rheanetta and
Charles Coleman, Rowena
and John Emerson, Mary and
Joe Graves, Linda Cochran
-and Ray Hansen, Vicky and
Mike Holton, Debbie and
Donnie Lyons, Shirley and
Bobby Martin, Wanda Morris,
Lois Ruiz, Peggy and Harold
Shoemaker, Joyce and Bruce
-Thomas, Pam and Randy
Thornton, Debbie and TOM
Villaflor, Barbara and Willie
Williams, Glenda and Bobby
Wilson, Linda Knight, Norma
and Michael Omelanuk, and
Joyce and Marny Nunnally.
Murray fate University
ammo the Spies 1979 semester for its
_
Life and Learning Program
Classes Start February 5 
I Non-Credit _SW Courses_ for leisure forichment 
BEGINNING BRIDGE Alma Tracy, Indnicier
Bridge is a relax* aed Wielding beiht, a odd bear. II is mere Ihm a
me -dimming card meth isa dada - ethics and lie d had ids 52 cm
Is.
Monday's beam* isiniary 5, 7 le 9 pa
1704 Rya Armee
Session  $10
ADVANCED BRIDGE Alms Iraq, lastredar
This course is design/ Is labia nen sadislicalel sib al he eame
Eger* a peeler undertook; el mime ischigen.
Tuesdays, begin* February 1, 7 le 9 pa.
1704 Rya Ames
5 session  010
AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE, ADVANCED CLASS
barman
A study ol he Meld tedmiluiled faiedissise (FCC) regulations, radio
theory, sad Mone Cade Wig la he KC Advmcad or Woad class has
license. Participants *did beve ceddeted Si bake class or have equivalent
knowledge.
holden, helimile Mann 26 (Ns doss Mack 11), 1109..
MS hided biio Station, Swann Hall, Murray Slat cameo
10 sessioas'  $5
--REGININIG BASS FISHING Dan &riots, Imitator
Basic kvankves of bass fishing, bait and tackle, location electronic edipsest,
and artificial we making.
Thursdays, beginning February 1 (No class March 15), 6 to 8 pa.
Stewart Stadium, Room 205, Mersey Stale campus
5 sessions  $111.
BEGINNING GUITAR Elsa Reed. Winder
Students will learn dards frat edy actedmeimeat tot siapiqad elfin le_
play several levels oda& seals. Sledeets should checkw 16. bed beide
buy* a mild fit this class. A textbook will be amides ld mdse. Its
easy to tears ad he Is play Si pita!
Thursdays. begimin February I(No class March 15), St. 9 p.a.
Price Doyle Fiat Arts Caster. him 216 (ilandroos), Noway Slate cams
10 sessions . /  •  lie.
BEGINNING MARATHON RUNNING
Dr. A al.taMIH,ishcMr
1. caethinelloisituidstaithaiento runs directed toward the okisical con-
ditioning required to complete either the 13 mile half-marathon distance or the
ultimate goal ot all distance fallattS, Be 26.2 mile marathon. Each session will
allIBS1 of a lecture to be followed by a groan training rim. AR participanh will
be expected to have been on a regular running program and able to run two
miles without difficulty by the time of the lint meeting of the group. In-
dependent daily running will be expected during the coarse.
Thursdays, beginning February 1 (No class March 15), 5 to 8 p.m.
'Carr health luildieg, hurray Stale coupes
12 sessions . .................. $36
DISCO Charles & Elsie Thorson, Instructor
Disco dancing is fun! Learn all tie latest Hustles.
Dindays, beginning February 8 (No class March 15), 7:30 to 9 p.a.
'Stevan Stadium, Room 226, Murray Slate camps
"5 sessions.  $25
6ENEALOGY Dorothy N. lyre, Instructor
lechniqees in collecting and recording information inclining we of family cen-
sus, court and war records Assistance in making vow family chart and
thinineents lot Motional Societies.
Mondays, beginning February 5 (No class March 12), 6 to 7:30 p.m.
Waterfield library, Seminar Room No. 4, gluey State campus
1 sessions  $10.641
HOW TO MAKE THE ACCOUTERMENTS TO THE KENTUCKY LONG
RIFLE
Joe K et a r Instructor
Techniques and procedures in leaking the following: hand forged knives, powder
horns, hunting pouches, bedside ihrts and pants, coonskin caps, tomahawks
and other related frontier accodonsits. Min of 10 students
Mondays, begimiA February ),A30 18. 130 p-111
Murray Hint Sdisal
10 sessions  $20
ORGANIC 6AUOW MIs illist, Maeda
Eirovieg fr aid mmiabies is West Iludicln IOW he an el dish
pesticides an classical *limn.
Thursdays, begneim Nielsen 22 Ole class Sant 151..2 hi 130 pa.
Faculty Ildl 402, hurray State teams
5 sessions  $1.151
PARENTING: PAIN OR PLEASURE Dr. Nark Sled listener
A sadist Si bilP PUN Mil§ MIME by Inumbo
unièh iron at Wile iiikgiepititemsgasmes hr
discipildeg swim T seismic, walla* WWI* gad tan expected
bebedis.lik I IS dads.
Ihnideps. beglmig hinny $ Ole class Mirth 150* 9 pa.
Welk NA has 327, Murray We MPS
6 sissies  $12
PUBLICITY TECHNIQUES FOR THE CLUB OffKER
lob lichimbey I Bob Yaleatiee, Written
Toduinees I *kiting year weiddieri Is kink min Si piaci*
release, Ted* ilk media, pal* ed he eausleiter, Mild* a speakers'
berm. Be cane is designed Id he 01512111/pablic rake penal tie is
sidededisiedad by etwaisiwi lildevet, he awe is epee le all.
Needays. February 5,9, 26, INA& 10; 76t9ga.
Mikan HalL heal 111, Deny SW caidet.
5 sessioas  • • r . . 510.
SKAITIES ph INVESTING - HOW IT AFFECTS YOU
whimm boo«
An idisidlery MOM designed hr sea and most The sigadicasce of *-
Mod Is pod feuds and Set S. etteloy. Westing sod Wanes. Presor-
deg IMF sidthesiag par. had* yeer imam. Under:Imam humid
PPM Woo sheets, mated bib beam debt leint iseersbie. Tamil
Wan damn triadiva of a hit Ted Deck hoboes amble Rm. ,
Ilmines. *Min February 26(11. class Mardi 12), 7 to MI pa.
Mho g. Roos 306, Money State cams
I sissies 
SIEVERSMI1HM6 sis Ca. Wiluy
The cease- will idol all basic steps used le mimd heed ermghl hooky.
Shade* may dime to work an a variety of Rends. Posibh areas iodide he
sok* DI rags, bracelets, earrings crosses, aectlaces, etc. Stedson may work
win the materials Aid they prefer or have access to: silver, capper, or brass.
Also shoes will in available *raj the instructor. Cost ol malarial nil be br-
ae by students. Class is limited to 12.
Mondays, beginning February 12 (No class March 12), 630 to 9:3N OA.
Industrie! Education Bedding. Ronal 106, *Fray Stale caspas •
7 sessions 
INTE0NATIONA1 COOKING' - AllwrilepmekOdindler
The course will Whiff the cuisine of three countries MI vi s,.
seal. Cost ol supplies will be $6, to be paid the iird 101 d den.
Mondays, April 9, 16, sad 23; 6 to 9 pw.
Applied Science food lab, Roo. North 206, Murray State CMS
3 sessions  . . fie
MICROWAVE COOKING - blare tamer. Midst
A CO1Use concerned with *aurae Cooking-pretedwellore be lode-
nations md class parficipalica. Cost of sappliss rill be SI, to be paid the first -
night of class.
Mondays, March 26 and April 2: 610 130
Applied Science Food lab, Room North 206, Marty State mous
?sessions  $11
ADULT PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Chad Stewart, lastructor
This Physical Fitness Proem is geared ikeills md vi Waive Aerobics. The -
course is designed to fit each peillApdllediediedwildhild-Diess level
and will include age-adjusted 0104010410111.-M-pedldpmn oil be repaired
to obtain a doctor's permission. Ibis ell he mishit ewe lulb en he first
day of class.
Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays, began* Friday, Tangy 2 Ole doss Mar-
ch 12, 14, or 16), 11. 8 an.
CBI Heath Build*, Roos 103, Murray Stale cow-
22 smirks  $22
BASIC CAKE DECORATING Rvth fversireyer, Winder
Basic cake decorating for nooprokssional decorators. The cal of wiped ad
materials, SA, is to be paid by enrollee at the first class sidle. guidon el
20 Wheats,
Tuesdays, March 20, 21, and April 3.; 6:3010 9:30 p.a.
Applied Science Building, 4206, Nerdy Slate capes.
3 sessions. ....sit
NO ENTRANCE EXAMS • NO GRADES • NO EXAMS
Advance registration by mail
is recommended aad strongly
escouragsd. it is suggested
that the form provided at the
right be used for making ad-
vance registratioe.
If you prefer to register in
person, you may do so any time
between $ a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays
through the first class session
at the Continuing Educating Of-
fice, 3rd Floor, Sparks Nall,
15th and Alain Streets.
Mail the completed
registration form and check,
made payable to Murray State
University, to Nis liontinuing
Education Mee.
Students are responsible for
providing needed supplies,
textbooks, etc., for the course
taken. Additional cost for
coarse materials should act be
included is the registration
check. Those are payable at
the first class session. Refunds
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Name of Course Desired
Office Kees
Other classes I would like to see offered
MVN
My wkwit6 ter $_ _ is eaciesed.
MEGIONAL ADULT EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
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least for- a few days, it
seems, we're in store for a
respite from the snowy, icy,
conditions that have plagued
our streets and sidewalks-over
a week.
During these times, when
many of us only venture out
when it's an absolute 'must,' we
often forget of the unsung
heroes who keep life going for
the rest of us.
City, county and state crews
have been out daily in the ex-
treme cold and on slippery
streets in efforts to keep them
passable; utility crews have
maintained electric, telephone,
gas and water and sewer lines;
hospital personnel, police and
firemen have, as always, been
on duty around-the-clock;
postal workers have braved the
forces of weather to get the
mail delivered; wrecker ser-
Heartllne is a service. for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a .questIon or,a problem not
answered in these columns write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexanctria, Ohio 45381. "'too will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in ibis column.
HEARTLINE: I have just sold my
home and I am planning to move into an
apartment. I have a lease from one
complex but I do not understand very
much of it. Can you give me the
meanings of phrases in some leases? —
T.H.
To help you find out what is in many
leases we have pulled out some of the
terms and simplified them.
LESSEE — That's you.
..• , A l 1.ESSOR —That's the owner or one of -
--qi---,•Jhis employees, such as a manager or
rental agent.
DEMISED PREMISES — It sOunds
Toreboding, but it's the legal jargon for
the property you're renting.
TERM OF THE LEASE — Just the
5' length of time the lease is in effect.
EJECTMENT — The "nice" word for
--eviction. r
NOTICE TO QUIT — This is a written
order for you to get off the landlord'sA- 
property.
- .... NOTICE TO VACATE — That's your
written statement that you're getting
. . off the landlord's property.
ASSIGN OR SUBLET— Subletting is
when you lease out your place for only
part of the time you've signed for (for
'-' instance, just for the summer).
0 Assigning is when you lease out yourapartment for the remainder of the
O time your lease runs. *
• INDEMNIFY AND RENDER THE
pi LESSOR HARMLESS — This means to
make the landlord free of any
.0 responsibility even to the point of your
not suing him.
f.I ARREARS — Money not paid when
... it's due, such as overdue rent.Ne.
DISTRAINT PROCEEDING (or
-:-.:- PROCEED BY DISTRESS) — If you
!: . owe the landlord money and don't pay
s: up, he can "proceed by distress"
'.'•0 against you — i.e., take your personal
property to force you to pay or sell it to
. get his money.
GOODS AND CHATTELS — That's
your prson—il—property.—Tfis- usually
..6.; what the landlord will threaten to take
if you don't pay.
REPLEVIN — That's the legal action
you can take to get property back that
was unlawfully seized. Watch out
though — many leases say you agree
not to take this action.
INURE (or ENURE) — It simply
means to "take effect." Most leases
inure when you sign them.
HEARTI1NE: I will be 65 years old
in December of this year. At that time, I
am going to start drawing my Social
Security benefits. My next door neigh-
bor retired in 1976 and he received a
large check when he started to draw. I
was wondering how I can receive this
also. Can you help me? — T.R.
When your neighbor retired, he must
have taken retroactive Social Security
benefits for the 12 months prior to tits
retirement. Since the passage of the
new SoeiaeSeeurity .amendmants in
December 1977, this is no longer
. passible. Under the old law, a person
bacons permitted to elect to receive
.. a OA, ...Mos..........—W..... , emr,,,-- 7 — --7— • •
vicemen have been kept boy,_
and many a volunteer has
helped shove out a stuck
vehicle or taken food or
medicine to a shut-in neighbor.
More could be added to the
list, of course. The carriers of
this newspaper have risked 'life
and limb' to make their daily
rounds. They were faced with
great difficulty but despite the
odds, completed their
deliveries each day.
We appreciate the efforts of -
all those who have left the com-
forts of a warm home to be on
their jobs as usual in spite of
the trecherous state of streets
and walkways. It has been 'life
as usual' for many of us these
past few days, but we are
grateful to those who have
helped in any way to alleviate
the misery of wintry weather
for all residents of Murray and
Calloway County.
benefits for up to 12 months prior to the
month in which he-she filed an ap-
plication. If such months were prior to
-eget*, Then the benefits were
reduced. The new. hill will eliminate
retroactive benefits where per-
manently reduced benefits would oc-
cur. It does not apply to cases where
benefits are disability related or where
unreduced dependents benefits are
involved. This became effective Jan. li
1978. •
For people who are on Social Security
or will be going on it shortly, Heartline
has written a book to give an easier
explanation of this program. You may
order this book by sending 32.00 to
Headline's Guide to Social Security,
P.O. Box 11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
Peff&AMik,
Agree Or Not •
Opportunity At Hand For
Independent Legislature
FRANKFORT — The opportunity is
at hand for the legislature to be fully
independent this session.
At least that is what Gov. Julian
Carroll and I.t. Gov. Thelma Stovall
have told me. Now, it is up to the
legislature to achieve a status in this
session at least of total independence, a
. point they have decried all through the
_,In interviews with legislative leaMrs
—_and some seasoned lawmakers,
everyone felt the legislature would act
independently on the issues before it in
'this extra ordinary session. • -
House Majority Leader. __ Bobby
achnrur_iuthazdagu_.saisL.be....fabtax3_Ihes
lantirialers are going to act• in-
deéndentIY" but told another repbrier
that the governor's ideaS "seeni to get
around sometimes."
The House Democrats are going to
caucus and come up with a program or
bills to handle the issues before it,
Speaker William Kenton told newsmen.
In her address to the joint session of
the House and Senate Monday, Jan.
Mrs. Stovall said, have a deep in-
terest in the subjects before you. I have
advocated them on many occasions. I
am aware of the fact that the presiding
officer of the Senate must be objective
— not biased to the point where the
voice of any senator is not heard. I feel
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preside over the debate on these
matters concerning the people for
which I feel so strongly.
"I consider it altogether appropriate
that I ask the president pro tern !Joseph
Prather) of the Senate to preside in
order that I shall have an opportunity,
along with you, to express my own
opinions."
She said she would take over the
chair if Prather desires to express his
opinion and cast his vote on bills and
issues.
• The Senate went into a committee of
' the whole last week to consider the
-utility tax issue in the call, and try to
.,.....arriygat a ctlocensus
This bill must originate in the House
'since it is a revenue measure'. *
In an interview with Mrs. Stovall
after she delivered her speech, she told
me, "it's up to the legislators now. They
can act independently."
However some legislators said they
view this situation as one where they
will get all the blame or the credit, and--
some were a little reluctapt lobe put M _
such a position.
In every regular session of the
General Assembly, legislators cry for
more independence, but now that the
Letter To The Editor
NAMED FOR COL. CALLAWAY
Now that the „natural industries of a frontier Calloway_Ctmmty _
have been briefly reviewed, perhaps the founding of the county
should be established with the identity of the frontierman for whom
this county was named, Col. Richard Callaway. Fortunately from
a historical viewpoint this county should be named for one of the
states more illustrious pioneers who contributed his share in the
political establishment of the Commonwealth.
Col. Callaway was elected as a.member of the Virginia House
of Burgesses and General Assembly from the-territory of Kentucky
before the Commonwealth was admitted to the Union in an elec-
tion held under an elm tree at Boonesborough on May 24, 1775,
when he was chosen as a representative. In 1777 he was re-elected
to the post to serve until 1779. Others included as elected repre-
sentatives included Squire Boone, Daniel Boone, William Cocks,
Samuel Henderson and William Moore. No doubt, this early
group of pioneers were representative of the scattered settlers over
central Kentucky who banded together to establish an orderly
society in the back country of the State of Virginia.
Col. Callaway, as a result of his association with members of
the Virginia House of Burgesses, was awarded a franchise to
operate a ferry over Kentucky River at Boonisborough in October,
1779. The ferry franchise was the first to be let in the territory
of Kentucky. While engaged in building a flatboat for service in
the river crossing business, approximately a mile and a half from
Boonesborough, he was murdered by marauding Indians on March
9, 1780.
While serving as a member of the House of Burgesses, Col.
Callaway was included in a delegation to lay out the town of
• Boonesborough. The committee failed to perform the assignment
on schedule and another committee in which he was a member
was delegated by the House of Burgesses to comkolete the task.
Incidentally, the first marriage conducted in the territory of Ken-
tucky was that of Miss Elizabeth (Beth) Callaway, daughter of
Col. Callaway, to Samuel Henderson with Squire Boone officiat-
ing on Aug. 17, 1777. Fanny (Callaway) Henderson was the first
white child of white parents married in Kentucky, and the fifth
white child born in the state. .
In a celebration held in 1840 commemorating the founding
of Boonesborough, a Mrs. French, daughter of Col. Callaway, was
featured speaker who rglated the ffiege of Boonesborough irt
1777. The title of colonel recorded with the name of Richard
Callaway was 'the result of Callaway's activities with ate Virginti
militia in the Revolutionary War.
To Be Continued
•
opportunity is here they seem reluc-
tant, at least some of them do.
, It reminds me of the story former
Gov. and U.S. Senator Earle C.
Clements told me when he was
governor. The Jefferson County
delegation for years came here begging_
for "home rule."
Clements told the Jefferson
delegation to draft their bill, and "I'll
help you pass it and sign it into law
when it passes.",
The spokesman for the delegation
told Clements, "No, no governor. We
don't want independence or home rule.
We just want to talk about it."
_11 posed thal_situation4ha-athar-da*to--
Richardson , aSkin-g 11711--"Tr—Tfre—
iegislature wants independence or just
wants to talk about it. With a grin, he
said, "Maybe we just want to talk about
it, or some of them do." However, he
soberly said, he thought the legislature
• would act independently and respon-
sibly.
The legislators are now in that well-
known fish bowl with all the public
watching them.
The time has now come for the
legislature to Put Up, or Shut Up.
The public will be the judge.
C.13 Club Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
We wish to extend thanks for the
cooperation shown us at our last coffee
break held in November at the Beshear
Gym, Murray State University.
Several trophies were presented
including the trophy for best dressed
out of state to the Saline Valley Rachet
Jaws, Eldorado, Ill.; the best dressed in
state to Charleston; the farthest
traveled out of state to West Kentucky
Boll Weevel, Memphis, Tenn; the
farthest traveled in state to Bremin;
the largest in state to Charleston; the
largest out of state to Paris, Tenn.; for
most tickets sold to J. I. Patton (Happy
Peppy).
The grand prizes were as follows:
Golden Eagles Mark 4 won by F. Bray
and Bearcat scanner won by Velva
Finney.
We wish to express appreciation to
the following people and merchants for
their donations:
Scott Drugs, Holland Drugs, Hoyt
Like, Furches Jewelers, Beale Hard-
ware, Wallis Drugs, Lindsey's
Jewelers, Settle-Workman, Crass
Furniture, Picken's Electric, The Shoe
Tree, Uncle Lee's, Vernon's, Lerman's,
Dunn Furniture, The Green Door,
Opposes Main Street Project
Dear Editor:
It is my understanding that there is
presently a serious consideration 411-
four-laning Main Street in Murray.
I should like to point out why the four-
Inning of this street is ill-advised, ob-
jectionable and unfair both to the
people who live on Main Street and to
the community at large.
If this widening takes place, the
street will be so close to a great many
residences that they will immediately
become less desirable property. This
will have several results. Those who
choose to sell out and leave the area will
find that their property has diminished
in value. Those who keep their property
will know it is worth less, and will in-
vest less in up-keep. Rental property
will attract a poorer clientele. Certain
blocks will become slum areas and
diminish the respectability of the whole
street.
It will be a great jiffy if we must
approach ourtiniversity, whithirthe
biggest business in our tewn and even in
our. area; on a street bordered by
unattractive buildings.
It is the opinion of many citizens that
it will be years a'nd years before
Toy Box, Ward-Elkins, Enix Interiors,
King's Den, Wiggins Furniture,
Michelson's Jewelers, Storey's Food
Giant, Dennison & Hunt, Dale &
Stubblefield, Cagle Business System,
Thurman's Furniture, Carraway
Furniture,
Big Mac Sporting Goods, Murray
Home & Auto, Brenda's Beauty Salon,
Little- Red House of Crafts, The
Treasurer House, Sue Z Q Beauty
Salon, Sherman-Williams, JuDon's Bag
& Beads, Wild Raspberry,
Buckingham-Ray, Graham & Jackson,
Hazel Furniture, Murray Muffler,
Bucy's Grocery, Murray Auto Parts;
Ellis Popcorn, Big John's Grocery,
West Kentucky CB Radio, Dakota Feed
and Grain, Blankenship Auto Parts, Joe
Smith's Discount Carpet, Thornton
Marble & Tile, Pagliai's Pizza,
Woodcraft Building, Say-Rite Drugs,
Angel of Missouri, Silver Hawk of
Missouri, Ridgerunner of Missouri, Ro-






Judy Hale, cor. secretary,
Blue Grass CB Club, Murray
•
business houses would completely take
over Main Street. This may never
happemlliepattern is already set for
shopping centers, the by-pass, and 12th
Street to be the business areas.
I earnestly ask you to consider one-
way streets if any change is really
necessary. I have lived here 4cor 10
years and have never experienced a
traffic problem on Main Street. I have
never seen a traffic jam in the Main
Street area except when a parade is in
progress. Our ball game traffic is
dispersed in a reasonable time.
It is my firm belief that, if sonic of
our community leaders push this
project through, it will in ten years or so
become an infamous monument to their
names.
Please help us avert an unsound
community project, as well as a waste





P. 5: Mein-Street with Its beautiful„.
homes and beautiful old trees which




Dr. L J. Hortin of the journalism
department, Murray State University,
spoke on "Rights and Privileges of the
Responsibility of Journalism" at the
meeting of the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Deaths reported iriblude Mrs. Robert
Jones, 79, and Grover Maupin, 40.
The Rev . and Mrs. J. C. Outland
celebrated their 60th wedding an-
niversary on Jan. 10.
Miss Joyce Ann Brandon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Brandon, and
Roger Stevens Gordon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Gordon, were married Dec. 22
at the South Pleasant Grove hlethociist
Church.
-The New Concord Redbirds, Coached
by Bob Allen, kept their undefeated
record for the season by winning the
championship of the Calloway County
Junior High Basketball Tournament
played at Jeffrey gym. Named to the
All-Tournament team were Bobby
Causey, Jimmy Futrell, and David
Barrow, New Concord, Mark Ferguson
and Danny Cossey, Faxon, 'Wayne
Holsapple and Wayne Brarnlett, Hazel,
Kenneth Cleaver, Almo, Danny Dar-
nell, Kirksey, and Tommy West, Lynn
Grove.
20 Years Ago
Calloway County banks have total
assets of almost 201/2 million dollars,
according to statements released by the
Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank, and
Dees Bank of Hazel.
Deaths reported include Dr. Robert
Macon Mason, Mrs. Colie Waters, 90,
and Mrs. Bessie Herning, 78.
Betty Het, Ted Sykes, Rozanne
Farris, Lochie Overbey, Marilee
Easter, and Bill Young are Murray
High School students who are members
of the Quill and Scroll Society, honorary
national organization for outstanding
high school journalists.
Births reported include a boy,
Kenneth Wilson, to Mr. and Mrs. Max
Farley on Jan. 11.
In high school basketball games
Benton beat Murray High and Almo
beat Lynn Grove. High team scorers
were Joe Dan Gold with 16 for Benton,
Rex Paschall with 9 for Murray, Lee
with 12 for Ain* lead Adamawith .18 for
Lynn
30 Years Ago
Pictured is Murray Mayor George
Hart cutting the ribbon at the entrance
of the new Kroger Super Market which
opened Jan. 11 at Seventh and Main
Streets. Pictured also are Elmus Beale,
owner of the new building, James Eyre,
local store manager, and Henry
Niernann, Koroger branch manager
from Carbondale, Ill.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dollie
Moser, 78, Miss Beadle Darnell, 78, and
Mrs. Ella Wyatt, 63.
Assets totalling $6,429,310.83 are
reported for the Bank of Murray in the
published report as of Dec. 31, 1948.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat Tennessee Tech 67 to 53 in a
basketball game. High team scorers
were Rex Alexander with 11 for Murray
and Jacobs with 14 for Tech.
The Arts and Crafts club met at the
home of Mrs. Polly Keys. Club officers
include Mrs. R. T. Wells, Mrs. Jesse
Walls, and Mrs. Charles Farmer.
Bible Tho,ught
Master, careth thou not that we
perish? — Mark 4:38.
Like the disciples we often doubt the
concern of God. They learned to trust
Him for all things.
11,1111111
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Murray At Eastern Tonight
Sports
Stamper, Eagles Thump Racers
MOREHEAD, Ky. —
Morehead's 84-70 victory over
Murray State Saturday ended
a toeing streak for the
Eagles.. .and continued one for
the Racers.
Prior to the win that pushed
its Ohio Valley Conference
mark to 1-1, Morehead had
lost 16 straight conference
games — its final one in 1977
and all 14 in 1978.
Murray State, however,
dropped its sixth straight
game — it opened the season
by losing its first six — and fell
to 2-12 and 0-1 in the OVC.
"We dug ourselves into a
hole that we couldn't get out
of," said Racer coach Ron
Greene. Herbie Stamper did
much of the digging in scoring
a season-high 36 points to pace
Morehead.
The 6-4 senior forward now
owns 1,781 career points in his
quest for the all-time
Morehead mark of 1,926.
Junior forward Charlie Clay
added 21 points for the win-
ners.
John Randall paced the
Murray State Isn't
Out Of OVC Chase
For Tourney...Yet
Murray State's 84-70 loss to
Morehead certainly didn't
help its chances for a Ohio
Valley Conference title, but
even a loss against Eastern
Kentucky tonight won't be a
sign to hit the panic button.
Since the league currently
has seven schools vying for a
spot in the four-team post-
season league tourney, rather
than eight, that means there is
one less school that the Racers
must beat out to make the cut.
Akron IS an official member
of the OVC, but not in
basketball this season. It
won't compete for a con-
ference title in until this next
season.
The OVC has long been a
league with the tag, "you've
got to win at home," and this
season will probably be no
exception. The Rams will get
their first chance to get that
home victory Saturday by
hosting Western Kentucky.
Each league school will play
12 conference games, and a 6-6
record will almost assure a
berth in the March 2-3 tour-
nament. The tourney be
played at the home of the
regular-season champion.
Here's an early pick for the





Murray State, 5-7; Morehead,
5-7; Austin Peay, 4-8; Ten-
nessee Tech, 4-8.
The Racers' remaining
opponents and dates: tonight,
at Eastern Kentucky;
Saturday, Western Ky.; Jan.
22, at Middle Tenn.; Jan. 27,
Austin Peay; Jan. 29, Tenn.
Tech; Feb. 1, Louisiana Tech
(nonconference ); Feb. 5, at
Tenn. Tech; Feb. 10,
Morehead; Feb. 12, Eastern
Kentucky; Feb. 17, Middle
Tenn.; Feb. 19, at Western
Ky.; Feb. 24, at Austin Peay.
Should Murray and
Morehead tie for fourth in the
league, the next criteria would
be their success against each
other. If either had swept the
series, that school would make
the tournament.
Those that saw the televison
broadcast of the Murray-
Morehead game Saturday
most likely were disappointed
in the pair that did the com-
mentary — if you can call it
that.
The game was regionally
televised on several stations,
including Nashville's Channel
2. The pair squawking, er,
talking, was Kentucky natives
tom Dunn and George Conley.
The latter, who was the
"color" man — commenting
with tidbits of information
while Dunn did the play-by-
play — even had the audacity
tony wilfort 
sports editor
to interview the two coaches
at the half.
That wouldn't have been so
bad had not Conley, a former
OVC and SEC official,
repeatedly told each coach,
"I'm really sorry to bother
you...I know you're in a
hurry."
The pair set two unofficial
records: 1) the most times to
call a player by a name other
than his own; and 2) the most
times to compliment the of-
ficials on what a "fine" job
they were doing.
Murray State athletic
director and baseball coach
Johnny Reagan was one of
three to represent the OVC at
the NCAA's recent annual
convention in San Francisco.
The NCAA voted to restore
the OVC's automatic bid to the
NCAA baseball playoffs,
which had been withdrawn in
mid-1978.
Reagan was appointed to
the Division I baseball




at the convention were
Morehead coach Steve
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Racers with 18 rebounds and
15 points, including a spec-
tacular slam-dunk tip-in to
open the second half. Fresh-
man forward Kenney Ham-
monds added 12 and Barry
Snow had 10.
Morehead jumped to a 7-0
advantage and fed by 17 —24-7
— midway through the first
half. The Racers responded
minutes later by outscoring
the Eagles 10-1 to pull within
13, 42-29, with two minutes
left.
But an 8-2 spurt by
Morehead - gave it 6 5042
halftime lead. "We've got to
play with more intensity or we
will continue to be em-
barrassed," said Greene in a
halftime interview.
The closest the Racers could
get in the second half was 60-50
with 12:01 left, but Stamper
scored eight straight points to
push the advantage back up to
fierbie Stamper
18 and assure the victory.
Stamper sank 14-of-21 field-
goal attempts and all eight of
his free-throw fries.
Morehead's starting lineup
consisted of five native
Kentuckians.
Guard David Lowry, who
scored four points, suffered a
torn muscle in his arm and
will not dress for tonight's 7:30
p.m. (EST) OVC game
against Eastern Kentucky in
Richmond.
Probable starters for the
Racers include Randall, Snow
and Keith Oglesby at the
forwards and Hammonds and
freshman Tom Adams at
guards. Oglesby, Murray
leading scorer with a 13-point
average, scored six points
before fouling out early in the
second half.
Eastern Kentucky is in first
place in the OVC with a 2-0
mark after polishing off
Austin Peay 82-73 Saturday
night. The Governors,
Morehead and Tennessee
Tech are all 1-1 and in second
place.
Probable starters for the
Colonels tonight are 6-5 James
"Turk" Tillman and 6-5 Vic
Merchant at forwards, 6-8
Dale Jenkins at center and 6-
footers Bruce Jones and
Kenny Elliott at the guards.
Tillman, who leads the OVC
in scoring with a 25.8 average,
pumped in 28 Saturday in the
Colonels' 82-73 victory over
Austin Peay. Elliott added 11.
Easterrr is 8-4 overall. Other
conference games on tap
tonight are Western Kentucky
(0-0) at Tennessee Tech (1-1 )
and Austin Peay (1-1) at
Vorehead (1-1).
bozacore, page 6
Though Lakers Win Half,
Mayfield Wins The Game
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
"What am I talking
about?," said Clayton
Hargrove. "We just got beat
30 points, and you'd think I
was happy about it." He was,
at least about certain parts of
a Calloway County loss to
Mayfield Saturday night in
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Lakers, to the surprise
of everyone, led Mayfield,
unbeaten in 12 game p and the
First Region's top-ranked
team, 40-39 at the half. But by
game's end, to the surprise of
absolutely no one, the Car-
dinals had used their over-
whelming height advantage to
outscore the hosts 49-28 in the
second half for a 98-68 victory.
That pushed Mayfield's
record to 13-0 as it prepares
for the Louisville Invitational
Tournament next weekend.
Calloway County fell to 3-8.
That first hag was about as
well as we can play," said
Hargrove, the Later head
coach. With David
Youngblood, Mayfield's 6-7
center, on the bench with two
fouls, the middle was opened
up and Calloway took ad-
vantage of it.
It hit 18-of-28 first-half field-
goal attempts ( 65 percent), by
far its best shooting per-
formance of the season.
Mayfield hit a respectable 47
percent on 15-of-32 tries.
Guard Craig- Rogers and
forward Stan Rushing each




But, unfortunately for the
Lakers, the game had to go on.
With Youngblood in the lineup,
Mayfield rolled. It scored the
first nine points of the third
quarter and by the end of the
that period, led 61-4.9.
But the best, or the worst for
Calloway, was yet to come.
The Cardinals poured in 37
fourth-quarter points to turn
the game into a rout.
"Mayfield has the one thing
we are helpless against — the
big man at center," said
Hargrove. With Calloway's
tallest players — David
Cohoon and Stan Rushing —
measuring only 6-1, the
Cardinals were able to score
repeatedly in the second half
on putbacks.
By game's end, Mayfield
owned a 44-33 rebounding
edge, and Youngblood finished
with 19 points. Wes Mills, the
Cardinals' smooth-shooting
guard, led all scorers with 20
points.
Scott Barrow paced the
Lakers with 19 points on 8-of-
12 shooting, and three other
Calloway players — Cohoon
with 13, Rogers with 12 and
Rushing with 12 — finished in
double figures.
A Rogers basket generated
more, noise from the' good-
sized crowd than at any other
point during the night. With
the takers trailing 39-38 with
seconds remaining in the first
half, he whirled and tossed in
a 10-foot baseline jumper for
his team's halftime lead.
"We didn't back off even a
step, even though Mayfield
was very physical and bigger
than us," said Hargrove.
"This layoff — four games
cancelled because of bad
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MOREHEAD, Ky. - It
looked to be a break for the
Murray State women early in
its game with Morehead
Saturday when Donna Mur-
phy, the Eagles' leading
scorer and rebounder, left the
game in the opening minutes
with an ankle infary.
But Morehead, even without
its touted star, jumped to a 51-
37 lead and routed the Racers
92-78 to drop Mdtray's record.
to 6-7 overall and 0-2 in .the
Ohio Valley Conference. -
Four of the five Racer
Starters were plagued with
fouls and sat out much of the
first half while the Eagles
bath up their early advantage.
Jackie Mounts and Marla
Kelsch fouled out, while the
starting guards 7 Laura Lynn
and Cindy Barris — finished
with four fouls. Lynn led
Murray scorers with 19 points,
and Mounts and Barris
chipped in1.8 each.
Irene Moore, a 5-3 freshman
guard, paced Morehead with
23 points. Donna Stephens
added 21. and Robin Harmon
continued role 6
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Stan Rushing tries to dribble around Mayfield's Wes Mills and Jeff Boyd (rear) in Saturday's
Calloway County loss. Mayfield handed the takers their eighth loss in 11 games.
McEnroe Defeats Ashe,
Match- Points For Crown
In Grand Prix Masters
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Though
Arthur Ashe had dragged him
through three hours of
agonizingly close tennis, the
final three games always in
doubt, John McEnroe said
he'd have preferred to play
someone better.
"It would have been nicer to
beat Connors or a top
players," said McEnroe after
scoring a 6-7, 6-3, 7-5 triumph
in Sunday's final of the
$400,000 Grand Prix Masters,
the richest event — if not the
most prestigious — in the
sport. - -
McEnroe received $100,000
for the victory: He and Peter
Fleming won the doubles final
the night before over Wojtek
Fibak and Tom Okker. So the
19-year-old's haul for the
weekend was $120,000, plus
another $116,000 for being one
of the points leaders on the
Grand Prix tour last year.
Ashe won $64,000, plus a
$50,000 points bonus. Brian
Gottfried beat Eddie Dibbs 6-
4, 7-6 for third place and
$40,000. Dibbs won $32,000.
The 35-year-old Ashe was
the overwhelming favorite of
the crowd of 17,000 at Madison
Square Garden. He was
prepared, eager, polite and
wellcontrolled throughout, as
he put McEnroe through his
paces.
McEnroe, who had bad
lapses in timing, judgment
and concentration, was sulky,
sometimes desperate,
wetimes overconfident.
Ashe had double match'
point in the 10th game of the





the service line judge uttered
a late call of fault on
— but as he finished the rally,
point. On the second he hit a
return for an apparent winner
net to spoil his first match,,
"I will bet all the money I
have got it was a good serve,"
-said Ashe. "Having looked at
the tape, I am still convinced
ikwas a good serve. But the.
guy tatted a fault and it's all
history."
Ashe did not make a scene
at the time, though.
"I was thinking of my
runner-up speech," a relieved
McEnroe said of that game,
smiling for the first time in
hours. "I didn't know what I
was going to say, but I was
sure thinking about it."
"I can't believe I won that




















The Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street
Second Floor - Suite 201
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Scott Borrow (right) watches e shot attempt es Calloway County teammate Sion Mailing (middle) and. Orefield player habil
over each other. The Laken jumped to a halftime lead, but the unbeaten Cardinals relied for. V11-68 victory Satan* eight.
Staff phew by Tony Wtlson
'Bucks Stop Bulls With The.Aid
Unseld Rule; Nuggets Roll -
By the Associated Press
How does a 59 percent foul
&hooter suddenly become an
i7 percent foul shooter?
*t The Unseld rule, that'll how.
1:':That new rule, adopted by
rthe National Bsketball
-Association this season and
informally named after
Washington center Wes
Unseld, helped the Milwaukee
Bucks withstand a Chicago
comeback and beat the Bulls
104-99 Sunday.
Under the rule, any foul
away from the ball in the last
two minutes is treated as a
tehnical foul. Instead of the
fouled player getting one or
two free throws, his team is
permitted to designate a
shooter for one free throw and
also keeps possession of the
ball.
The rule was inspired after
Seattle, trying to rally in the
MoreheactiNins.)..
Ind Michell Stowers added 19
iptl 15 „respect ively.
! We were forced to play a
man-to-man (defense)
because they were so quick,"
said Murray State/coach Jean
Smith, who watched her squad
drop its second straight game_
-We just got into foul troaple
thatwe couldn't get out of."
Murray matched
Morehead's field-goal total
(35), but the hosts outshot the
Racers 22-8 from the free-
throw line. "That's getting to
.be an old story," said Smith.
"We've lost several games
that way."
Murphy, the OVC's leading
scorer and rebounder last
season, returned later in
game, but saw little action
thereafter and didn't score.
Mounts tied with
Morehead's Stephens for
rebounding honors with 14, but
was the only Racer in double
figures in that department.
Morehead hit 52.2 percent of
its tries from the field, while
Murray sank 35 of 76 for 46...1
percent.
"I was pleased with our
defense overall," said Smith.
''They are just unbelievably
quick." The Eagles have won
10 of 11 games.
The Racers face Eastern
Kentucky tonight in the
preliminary to the Murray
State men's game with the
Colonels. Game time is 5:15
p.m.
Morehead 92, Kerrey Stet' 78
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seventh game of the NBA
playoff finals against
Washington last June, at-
tempted to make up lost
ground by purposely fouling
Unseld, a relatively poor free
throw shooter. The idea was
that he might miss and the
Sonics could regain possession
of the ball.
The strategy didn't work,
since Unseld made his foul
shots and the Bullets went on
to win. But the idea of players
purposely wrapping them-
selves around someone who is
30 feet away from the ball led
to the rule change.
Sunday it was the Bulls,
trailing by just two points at
101-99, who fouled
Milwaukee's Quinn Buckner
away from the ball with six
Johnson led all scorers with 34
points.
In other NBA games Sun-
day, the Denver Nuggets
edged the Indiana Pacers 111-
109, the New Jersey Nets beat
the Boston Celtics 110-100, the
Kansas City Kings whipped
the New York Knicks 124-104,
the Philadelphia 76ers
defeated the Portland Trail
Blazers 112-106, the Los
Angeles Lakers topped the
Seattle SuperSonics 108-99, the
Atlanta Hawks beat the
Houston Rockets 115-105 and
the Washington Bullets
clobbered the San Diego
Clippers 125-91.
Nuggets 111, Pacers109
Denver led by 16 points late
the third period but barely
hung on. Johnny Davis missed
a 30-footer at the buzzer that
seconds left. But lug—would 
the 
have tied it for Indian&
Unseld rule. Bret sent
Brian Winters, an 87 percent Nets 110, Celtics 100
shooter, t1511.he'1insr-itislead of Bernard King topped New
Buckner, a 59 percenter. Jersey with 29 points, but it
was reserve guard Eddie
Jordan who led the Nets to
their comeback victory after
trailing by 15 points in the
early going.
Winters made the free throw
for a three-point lead, and one
second later Marques Johnson
was fouled and made two free
throws to clinch the victory.
'At Hi, rnth€eOUr.ebf a few
weeIs4Se has won the Davis
Cup for the United States and
captured the $100,000 first
prize in the Grand Prix
Masters, the climax of the
men's 611 million tennis tour.
Let's face it, he can play. He
could be No. 1 in the world, as
many say, but that is a claim
that requires some aging. He
has the shots. He has the
quickness, the fire and a cold
nerve. All he needs is a little
North Carolina Corners
Blue Devils, Razorbacks
By the Associated Prima
With Phil Ford gone, North
Carolina's four corner offense
is only a ghost of its former
self. But it's still enough to
scare the daylights out of the
J?pposition.
While probably nobody will
do it as well as the redoubtable
Ford did it for four years at
Chapel Hill, the Tar Heels still
did it good enough over the
weekend to beat two Top
Twenty college basketball
teams.
"We didn't run the four
corners as well as usual, but
we were using a lot of new
people," said North Carolina
Coach Dean Smith after a 74-
68 victory over seventh-
ranked Duke Saturday and a
63-67 decision over No. 10
Arkansas Sunday.
In 'both games, Mike
O'Koren played key roles for
the nation's third-ranked
team. He scored 18 points and
collected 20 rebounds against




Top Twenty teams went down
to rank outsiders — including
No. 4 Illinois, which lost 69-86
in overtime to Ohio State, the
Illini's first defeat this season
after 15 victories. - -
Top-ranked Michigan State
lost for the second time in a
row, dropping a 52-50 decision
to Purdue; Virginia beat No. 8
North Carolina State 67-62;
No. 11 Texas A&M lost a 78-76
decision to SMU; No. 16
Michigan was beaten by
Wisconsin 77 -66 ; Alabama
whipped No. 17 Kentucky 55-
52, and No. 19 Long Beach
State lost to Cal
StateFullerton 81-77 in
overtime.
Elsewhere, No. 2 Notre
Dame stopped No. 13
Marquette 65-60; No. 5 ISU
whipped Florida 80-72; No, 6
UCLA beat Southern Cal 89-
86; No. 9 Indiana State downed
Bradley 93-74; No. 12
Louisville beat Maryland 99-
84; No. 14 Georgetown routed
Manhattan 78.64; No. 15
Kansas stopped Oklahoma
State 82-70; No. 18 Temple
defeated Lafayette 72-51, and
No. 20 Syracuse trimmed
Connecticut 74-60.
North Carolina's victory
over Duke avenged a loss
earlier this year. The Tar
Heels used - 21 steals and
forced 21 turnovers to beat
their tough Atlantic Coast
Conference rivals. O'Koren
was usually in the center of
everything for the winners.
Jeff Lamp's 25 points led
Virginia over North Carolina
State. Clutch free throws by
Billy Allen and Gordon Welch
in the last minute paced SMU
over Texas A&M. Claude
Gregory scored 28 points as
Wisconsin rallied from a 12-
point deficit to beat Michigan.
Robert Scott and Eddie
Phillips teamed for three big
free throws in the last 24.
seconds to lead Alabama over
Kentucky. Mike Niles had 25
points and 16 rebounds to
power Cal StateFullerton past
Long Beach State. Tracy
Jackson's 21 points paced
Notre Dame over Marquette.
Everything But Maturity
College Basketball
DeWayne Scales poured in
28 points and Jordy Hukberg
scored 18 as LSU beat Florida.
The Tigers had lost two
Southeastern Conference
games in a row before getting
untracked.
David Greenwood's 19
points led UCLA over
Southern Cal. The triumph
was the 18th straight for the
Bruins over Southern Cal,
which hasn't scored a
basketball victory over UCLA
since 1970. It also was their
22nd straight triumph over.
Southera Cal at the Los
Angeles Sports Arena, the'
losers' home court.
Larry Bird's 27 points led
Indiana State over Bradley;
Louisville beat Maryland as
Darrell Griffith scored 30
points; Georgetown beat
Manhattan behind Eric
Floyd's 21 points; Darnell
Valentine had 21 points as
Kansas beat Oklahoma State.
McEnroe Lacking, But Not In Skills, As 19-Year-Old
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — The kid is
good, but he's got some
growing up to do.
John Patrick McEnroeJt. Polishing.
Mark the name well.StoreiL At 19 he is not too old to be
in the recesses of your mind. crastened by his elders — an
No morning glory. No flash in -old guy, for instance, like
the pan. No fresh punk on a hot Robert Arthur Ashe Jr.
streak. The genuhre article. The 35 year-old Ashe,
snubbed by the Davis Cup
Warn-that last month made a
hem- of young McEnroe,
wasn't given a chance in the
Masters final. McEnroe had
crushed him easily in an
earlier match and then
stearnrolled over all foes,
including a sore-heeled
Jimmy Connors, forced to
Mahaffey Putts For Hope Title;
Trevino Retains California Jinx
By the Associated Press
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. —
John Mahaffey was talking to
himself as he surveyed the 15-
foot birdie putt he had to make
to win the Bob Hope Desert
Golf Classic.
"You've been here' before,"
he told himself. "Make up
your mind, get the line and hit -
a good, solid putt."
He did just that.
"It's as good a putt as I've
ever made," Mahaffey said
Sunday. "I knew it was in."
The putt broke a tie with Lee
Trevino, completed the first
PGA Tour event of the season
and vaulted Mahaffey to his
fourth victory in his last 10
American starts.
"I'm surprised," said
Mahaffey, who capped one of
golf's more dramatic
Comebacks with victories in
the PGA national cham-
pionship and the World Cup
late last year.
"Nobody expects to be




By the Associated Press
STARK VILLE, Miss. —
Kentucky will be fighting for
its basketball life tonight when
the Wildcats meet powerful
Mississippi State in a key
Southeastern Conference
game.
Kentucky comes here off
another close loss to a con-
ference power, a 55-52 loss at
leagueleading Alabama on
Saturday. The defeat was
Kentucky's third in four
league games and dropped the
Cats two games behind
Alabama.
In fact, the only reason
Kentucky isn't three games
out of the lead is because
Mississippi State downed
previously unbeaten Van-
derbilt last Saturday. The win
boosted State's league record
to 3-2 and its overall mark to
11-2.
Kentucky, meanwhile,
slumped to 6-5 overall after
losing its second straight
game. Earlier, Kentucky had
dropped a 93-89 contest to
Louisiana State, the preseason
title favorite which is within a
game of Alabama.
Jcentucky _coach Joe Halt
saw some good things about
the loss at Alabama, but he
also noted some sour areas —
such as a 21-4 deficit in free
throws.
"They.( Alabama hiirt us at
the free throw line," Hall said.
"But I don't want to criticize
the officiating — much. Just
say Alabama was smart for
not fouling us."
Typical of the Wildcat
misfortune was the matchup,
at forward between
Alabama's Reggie King and
Kentucky's LaVon Williams.
King scored 22 points, in-
cluding eight free throws in 11
attempts, while Williams
scored 16 points without a free
throw attempt, and was
whistled to the sidelines with
seven minutes to go.
"I'm not disappointed in
him for his foiling, but I'm
confused by it," Hall said. "I
don't think he's getting any
breaks from the oificials. I see
him get knocked around out
there and they don't tall
anything."
On the. bright side," Kentucky
managed to take Alabama' to
the limit despite the free
throw disparity because of a
defense that limited the Tide
to' 31 percent field goal
shOoting. King was the only
'Hans player to hit as many
as half his shots, converting on
seven of 12. The rest ef the..
team hit a collective 10 of 43
for 23 percent. •
"We almost beat a good
team on their home floor, and
I guesS there's some con-
solation in that," Hall said.
tournament of the year. It's a
carry-over from last season, I
guess," he said.
And it was a carry-over for
Trevino, too — but a less
happy one.
Playing immediately in
front of Mahaffey, the leader
through four of the five rounds
of this unique event, Trevino
fanally caught him with a
birdie on the 90th hole. He
could do nothing but chomp an
apple, throw a one-liner at
Arnold Palmer and watch
while Mahaffey matched his
birdie to win by a stroke.
It was the sixth time in less
than 12 months that Trevino
had been a runnerup. And it
kept intact his California jinx:
He has yet to win in this state.
Mahaffey won this one with
a final-round 69, 3 under par at
the Indian Wells Country Club
— one of four desert layouts
used for this marathon five-
day event. He had a 90-hole
total of 343, 17 under par.
Trevino, who chased him mar
over the resort area, had a
closing 69 and a 344.
Mark Hayes got in the chase
with a no-bogey, 6-under-par
66 in the last round and took
third at 345. He was followed
at 346 by Grier Jones, who had
a 68. Lanny Wadkins and
Keith Fergus were at 348,
Wadkins with a 68, Fergus a
69.
Jack Nicklaus scored his
third competitive hole in one,
dropping a 146-yard 8-iron shot
on the sixth hole. He finished
with a 69 and a tie for llth at
350.
Mahaffey, who had a 1-shot
lead when play started Sun-
day, built it to two at the turn.
But Trevino kept chipping
away apd finally caught him
with a birdie on the par-5 18th.
Mayfield Jayvees
Roll Past Calloway
Jimmy Bynum and Richard
Smotherman scored 12 points
each, but it wasn't enough as
the Mayfield junior-varsity
squad rolled past Calloway
County 72-56 Saturday night in
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Lakers trailed just 72-18
after one period, but Mayfield
used an 18-9 edge in the second
for a 40-27 halftime edge and
coasted the rest of the way.
Mayfield -- Parrott, 22;
  -
Prep Basketball
Prince, 14; Pyle, 9; Moss, 10;
Beale, 2; Biggers, 2; Flood,
11; Wiman, 2.
Calloway — Gary Emerson,
5; Jimmy Bynum, 12;
McCuiston, 6; Terry Paschall,
9; Richard Smothennan, 12;
Larry Sanders, 8; Tim
McAlister, 1; Marty Wyatt, 1;
Tommy Workman, 2.
Get a heacistart
In your new town.
Don't waste tune wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings Call me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money
Let me hear from you soon.
dome
Mary Hamilton 753-5570 Inge King 49243411
•PATAA.TITA
retire because of a blood
- blister.
But the skinny little man
with spectacles gave the kid a
lesson both in tennis strategy
and court behavior before
bowing before a nearly full
Madison Square Garden house
6-7,6-3,7-5.
At- the finish, young
McEnroe wearing a familiar
red headband around curly
hair, lifted. his arms in a
fashion of a conqueror and
seemed prepared to emit a
Tarzanic yell.
It wasn't fitting for the,
occasion. After all, Ashe had
battled him every step of the
way and twice had come
within a single shot of winning
the match. Humility would
have been more in order.
Ashe turned out to be the
sentimental favorite of the
crowd and undoubtedly the
thousands who watched on
television. After all, there are
a lot of championships ahead
for young McEnroe and
Arthur deserved one more big
moment of glory.
He had it tough. He broke
into the game when it was a
snobbish country club sport
and blacks were a rarity in the
game -- as they are even now.
He clawed his way to the top,
won the first U.S. Open as an
amateur in 1968, beat Jimmy
Connors in the Wimbledon
final in 1975 and played on a
half dozen, U.S. Davis Cigp
'teams..
They Say he never ratchet'
his potential. Over the years,
he has been bothered by bad
eyesight and a heel ailment.
Yet, he always performed
with grace and dignity, a
credit to the sport.
But McEnroe has a less
admirable quality which may
be written off to callow youth
— a spoiled court behavior
that distracts from his image.
He yells at himself, he freti,
he hems and tosses _rackets
when he loses points.
Kid Stuff. Immaturity. He
should have stopped it
moment and watched Arthur.
What's Up
Today
Murray State men (2-12) at Eastern Kentucky.
Murray State women (6-7) at Eastern Kentucky.
Murray High girls (2-3) vs Farmington, home.
Calloway County girls 10-0) at St. Mary.
Tuesday
Calloway County boys vs Marshall County, Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Murray High boys vs Farmington, home. '
Thursday
Murray High girls at Hickman County.
Friday
Calloway County boys, girls vs Murray High; Murray
State Sports Arena.
Saturday
Murray State men, women vs Western Kentucky; Sports
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New Tractors Are Sleeker, Trimmer More Powerful
By W.P. SIMPSON
Product Management Group
J I Case Company
For several decades the
entire farm tractor industry
has been moving in a well-
defined product pattern. What
.,,has evolved from the drawing
,• boards of the tractor
.• designers during this time is a
*.sleek and trim, high-powered
:thoroughbred vehicle that
:-weighs less and is able to farm
'faster.




more appropriate for the
times.
.• In checking Figure No. 1,
-showing the industry averages
for performance of tractors
(Nebraska Test Data), you
will notice a dramatic decline
in both the ballasted and



























TRACTOR WEIGHT TO HORSEPOWER
TWO WHEEL DRIVE










early 1960's average ratio of
ballasted tractor weight to
PTO-hp was decreased from
160 lbs. per PTO-hp to an
average of 115 lbs. Many
people have failed to
recognize this significant
trend and its multiple im-
plications.
And, though several tractor
manufacturers have alluded
to the high horsepower-to-
weight tractor in the past, the
concept has not been
aggressively promoted to the
public.
Simply stated, this concept
of higher horsepower-to-
tractor weight means today's
Keep Your Farm
Where It Belongs ...
n Your Family.
Farm values have skyrocketed in recent years. If
something happened to you, would your family have to sell
part of the farm to help pay estate taxes and take care of
any outstandiniLbills or loans' Are you aware of the
opportunities—and the complex changes—affecting
farmers under the Tax Reform Act of 1976'
With proper planning, Prudential life insurance can help you
keep your farm where it belongs—in your family,
Lot someone from the Rock—in cooperation with your
attornay and accountant—show you how If. insur





304 N. 4th St.
TU-0110
Prudential
Lis frisat 412 4ne
1.,•oontiol Insurance Cameos rot Amami







Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss . . . in one of our safe
deposit boxes. It costs you
just pennies a day . . . a






farmer can increase his
production by using what we
have termed The Rapid
Farming System. If he pur-
chases a tractor with 25 per
cent more horsepower than
the one he is using, he can
cover 20 per cent more ground
4.i.sing the ground working tool
he already owns. Here's an
example of the difference in
productivity if, for example,
you traded in your 100 hor-
sepower model and are now
using one rated at 125 hor-
sepower:
A 100 hp tractor pulling your
20 ft. disk harrow at 4 mph
effectively cover 8 acres per
hour; A 125 horsepower
tractor pulling the same 20 ft.
disk harrow at 5 mph will
effectively cover 10 acres per
hour
The '-atertiative to going
faster using the same im-
plement is, of course, to use
the extra horsepower to pull a
new, wider implement. But it
is a mistake to assume that, in
all cases, 25 per cent more
horsepower will necessarily
let you increase the im-
plement size by the same
amount. Here's why:
Drawbar horsepower is a
function of speed as well as
drawbar pounds pull.
Therefore, you can transmit
more drawbar horsepower at
higher speeds. In checking the
Drawbar Performance Chart,
Figure No. 2, you will notice
that the maximum drawbar
horsepower is always
achieved at the higher rate of
travel speed (usually in the 5
mph to 6 mph range) and
never at the highest drawbar
pounds pull.
Here's another plus factor
for using the Rapid Farming
System... reliability of
tractors can be remarkably
increased as you farm faster.
In a test conducted by the J I
Case Company Engineering
Department it was deter-
mined: "there is 91/2 times
more strain on a transmission
when a tractor is operated
under continuous load at 2
mph as compared to one being
run at 6 mph."
It takes basically the same
drawbar horsepower, but
much less draft load, to pull a
20 ft. disk at 5 mph as it does to
pull a 25 ft. disk at 4 mph.
Therefore, even if you work
the same number of acres,
from a tractor reliability
standpoint, it is to your ad-
1970 1980




You will find that most
problems of excessive wheel
slippage occur when tractors
are overloaded at the drawbar
and required to go to lower
travel speeds (4 mph or less).
But, by farming at higher
travel speeds with the proper
sized implement, you lower
draft forces and improve
traction. So it is suggested you
ALWAYS MATCH IM-
PLEMENTS TO THE
POWER OF THE TRACTOR
SO THAT YOU CAN TRAVEL
AT 5 MPH OR FASTER.
Ideally, the implement is then
sized correctly to the tractor.
—.There are, of course, some
—Mad conditions that will
necessitate a slower than 5
mph speed. For example, if
DRAWBAR PERFORMANCE
MAXIMUM POWER IN SELECTED GEARS .
_
POWttf I haWb. If ..•iiir,o .4 i( Jar* Shp Selected
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you are disking diagonally to
the corn row, you should shift
down and go slower. Cer-
tainly, if you select an im-
plement too large for this





Here are some additional
points worth remembering as
you plan to get the most
production out of your higher
horsepower-to-weight trac-
tors:
— Less weight on a tractor
means a reduction in rolling
resistance and, consequently,
less effort required to propel
the tractor through the field.
When you increase rolling
resistance by overweighting 
your tractor, it toiktf up
drawbar horsepower at an
alarming rate and wastes fuel.
— Less total tractor weight
reduces soil compaction and
can result in greater yields
and increased returns at
harvest time.
— Most 2 and 4-wheel drive
tractors equipped with cabs
and protective frames since
October 26, 1976, have a Mt-
established maximum per-
missible working 'weight
limitation posted inside thw
cab for roll-over protection.
Farmers should never exceed
these maximum recom-
mendations when adding




When fermata are asked,
"How tut dolou farm?" . .
---thrmsobsoushriunrer is,
"As fast:as I can!" Con-
sidering the pressures and
Pork Producers Seminar To
Discuss Swine Industry ISSUeS
PRINCETON, N. J. —
Current issues and develop-
ments in the swine industry
will be topics discussed at a
Pork Producers Seminar in
West Lafayette, Ind.,
February 7-9, 1979 at the
Hilton Inn. Dr. Ray D.
Washurn, Ralston Purina, St,
Louis, will talk about Baby
Pigs in Confinement; and an
analysis of antibiotics in feed
controversy will be presented




Inc., in conjunction with
American Cyanamid, is




Dr. Washum, manager of
Swine Services at Ralston
Purina, received his degree in
Animal Nutrition from
Oklahoma State University
and has been with Ralston
Purina since 1967. Based on 10
years' experience with baby
pigs in cages, he will detail the
results of an intensive
program of testing various
methods of managing baby
pigs in confinement. At-
tendees will learn how
producers around the country
are using cages in the nursery.
FARMERS!
For Up To The Minute
Grain Prices
Call. . .










I arry Hoth Mgr
Dr. L. M. Skamser, product
group manager of the Animal
Industry Department at
Cyanamid, will speak on the
controversy surrounding
antibiotics in feed. Dr.
Skamser received his
veterinary degree from Iowa
State and has over 35 years of
experience solving heath care
problems and preventative
medicine in animals.
People who will atthnd the
seminar will hear other
professionals and pork
producers discuss solar
heating for hog buildings,
disease control, and new
confinement hog facilities.
The seminar registration fee
is $185, but a certificate for
$100 is available from the
registration desk at the
seminar or you may request
more information and a




/13ox 400, Princeton, N.J. 08540,
609) 799-0400.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield Is
Jersey Show Chairman
Kathy Jo Stubblefield of
Murray has accepted an
appointment as chairman of
the 1979 National Jersey Jug
Futurity Committee of the
Kathy Jo
Stubblefield
American Jersey Cattle Club.
The National Jersey Jug
Futurity Show is traditionally
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glamorous dairy show in the
world." In addition, the 1978
Jug Show boasted the largest
purse to be offered in any
single dairy class in the world
as a select nominated group of
31 three year old cows vied for
well over $5,000 in premiums,
a spokesman said.
Other members of the
committee include: Max
Gordon, Winchester, Int ;
Bob Johnson, Mondovi, Wisc.;
Judith Lewis, Piedmont,
Kan.; Chuck Luchsinger,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Ruth
McCarthy, Jeffersontown;
Peggy Shepherd, Bridgeport,
Tex.; and Harriet Trainer,
Dedham , EM ass .
Stubblefield Jerseys of
Murray will exhibit in the 1979
Jersey Jug Futurity, showing
an entry purchased from
Cedarcrest Farms in
Alabama. In 1980, they will
exhibit their first homebred
entry in the Futurity.
time limitations farmers have
to cope with in their farming
operations, this is an obvious
answer. But as we have at-
tempted to point out in this
article, if he is not working his
modern high horsepower-to-
weight tractor at the optimum
speeds, he probably is losing
valuable field time.
The high horsepower-to-
weight tractors are here today
in many and varied forms for
farmers to utilize in their
operations. And the future
undoubtedly calls for even
higher horsepower tractors —
both 2-wheel and certainly
wheel drive tractors. -
Right now, we're talking
about 5 to 7 mph farming.
Within the next decade we
could possibly be basing our
farming operations on 8 to 10
mph tractor working speeds.
Those future tractors will be
especially engineered for
increased operator comfort
and will include sophiaticated
control systems that will
compensate - for the higher
speeds.
A farmer who believes in the
Rapid Farming System, and
puts it to practice, will im-
prove his productivity —
lower his farming costs — and
realize a greater return on his












...with ow crop money.
Growing crops is your business
ours is financing agriculture
We re the farm credit people
That! our specialty
' So when you've got a
cropping plan that calls for
cash, count on PCA
leaders in crop financing
We understand your needs large
and small. And we're committed to
helping you achieve your goals.
'foul Ind that PCA ha e the tiatiftety
to taik,r icon tenni and SW
payment to M your pertioirl--:
!sr plan. %lb heer you
wig We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money. you can grow
crops your way
lack' son Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
LET'S TALK. • KA
Could a 3-dollar drop









Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program lets you lock In the
price you'll receive for hogs weeks and months in advance of
marketing time. Heinold guarantees the price you'll recelVel
You don't have to worry about a drop in the cash market—or
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Need feeder pigs? Ask your Hetnold Manager!
The ultimate moisture retainer:
. A Lely-Roterra seedbed; once-over!
When the dust is blowing and your topsoil is bone-dry you
will really appreciate the proven workeng prom-sole of the
lelv-Roterra. topsool stars on top, moisture below Since it is
further capable of preparing a quality, level seedbed in one
trip. you retain even more .moisture dureng critiral planting
periods In good or poor fields you (an iount on acceptable
wortong speeds and a bed in which your seeds will thrive
You ran also loo& forward to improved- yields which result
front the Lehi ilitorerra delivering - 11 Faster germination 21
Even crop stands Improved chemical IncOrporation
Reduced compaction, and C. Fewer trips per acre
With the Lelv•STIP:Svstern you ran save even more when
You Spray. Till, Incorporate and Plant in one tr-p I all us
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...NEWS IN BRIEF...
B) The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new Congress in a tight-fisted
mood is opening its two-year
term today with a flurry of
maneuvering to realign
legislative power to reflect
last fall's elections.
Federal spending looks like
the top domestic issue for the
96th Congress while relations
with the Soviet Union and
Curia will dominate early
debates on foreign policy.
Despite Republican gains in
November, the Democrats
remain firmly in control of
both houses. The Senate lineup
is 59 to 41 in the Democrats'
favor, while in the House the
Democrats have 277 seats to
158 for the Republicans.
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Carter, putting new
pressure on the leaders of
Israel and Egypt, is willing to
invite them to another summit
meeting to reach a Mideast
peace agreement.
With a top U.S. official about
to reintroduce the Carter
administration into the search
for an Israeli-Egyptian treaty,
the president Sunday renewed
his proposal that, if necessary,
Egyptian .Presicletit Anwar
Sadat and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin
meet with him.
The, president made his
proposal as he accepted the
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
Violent Peace Prize, awarded
at Atlanta's Ebenezer Itaptiat




mended today a safety
regulation they said would add
$20 to $45 to most power lawn
mower prices but prevent
60,000 injuries a year.
The standard, recom-
mended by the stafe Con-
sumer Product Safety
Commission, is expected
=action meets Jan. 25.
It likll receive the qualified
endorsement of a power lawn
mower industry group.
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN, Iran ( AP) —
More than 100,000 people, in
festive mood but as usual
chanting "Death to the shah"
and -Longo live Khomaini,"
jammed the streets around
Tehran's main bazaar
Monday for the second suc-
cessive day of massive
demonstrations against Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
Troops stood by as the
demonstrators showered them
with flowers and kisses. More
and more shops were
reopening, and workmen were
replacing windows broken in
recent violent • demon-
strationnsteel gratings to
protect the new windows.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— Fighting was reported 11
many parts of Cambodia
today but the new goverrunent
claimed normal life is being




forces were engaged in heavy
fighting near Sisophon, 30
miles east of the Thai border.
Clashes also were reported at
Nimit, about 13 miles from the
frontier.
Thai and Western sources
said they had reports of
clashes in many other parts of
the country.
Rep. Hubbard Announces Grant
For Teacher Energy Workshop
U. S. Representative Carroll
Hubbard announced today
that the Department of
Energy has awarded Murray
State University a grant of
$16,815 to conduct a 3-week
workshop for 30 high school
teachers for the purpose of up-
grading their energy-
educational capacity. The
workshop will be held June 12
thru July 1 under the super;
vision of Project Director Dr.
M. D. Hassell, of the Depart-
ment of Biological Sciences.
The Department of Energy is
awarding $1.08 million in
fiscal 1979 fends to 61 colleges
and universities across the
nation to conduct teacher-
training workshops for ap-
proximately 2,250 college and
Mrh school teacher?.,
Dr. Lanning Speaker For UCM Luncheon
"Cults — An Abuse of
Religion and Personal
Freedom" will be the
-featuitopic for a three pari=re
-Series presented at the United -
Campus Ministry Luncheon
Program in January.




Jan. 17 with a critique of the
cult phenomena in American
society. Lanning teaches an
undergraduate course on the
Sociology of Religion and has
recently made several public
e se n tationstiLccgr
cults. --
These luncheon presen-
tations are held each Wed-
nesday at 12:30 p.m. in the
Conference Room of Ordway
Hall by United Campus
• ministry and are open to the
public. Cost for the UCM
luncheon is $1.25. For more
information, call the UCM
office at 753-3531.
, :PEANUTS 
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Now Congress Opening 2-Year
Term In A Tight-Fisted Mood -
WASHINGTON AP) - A new
Cogagress in a tight-fisted mood is
opening its two-year term with a flurry
of maneuvering to realign legislative
power to reflect last fall's elections.
Federal spending looks like the top
domestic issue for the 96th Congress
while relations with the Soviet Union
and China will dominate early debates
on foreign policy.
Despite Republican gains in
November, the Democrats rerni
firmly in control of both houses. The
Senate lineup is 59 to 41 in the
Democrats' favor, while in the House
the Democrats have 277 seats to 158 for
the Republicans.
The Democratic House majority
assures Rep. Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-
Mass., of re-election to another two-
year term as speaker. Seri. Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.Va., will continue as Senate
majority leader.
Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of Ten-
nessee and Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska
are unopposed for the two top posts in
the Republican leadership of the
Senate. Shortly before the Republicans
were to meet to elect their leaders, Sen.
Harrison Schmitt of New Mexico with-
drew his challenge to Stevens for the
post of assistant minority leader.
Sens. Robert Packwood of Oregon
and James A. McClure of Idaho are
running for the chairmanship of the
Republican Conference and Sens. Orrin
Hatch of Utah and John B. Heinz of
Pennsylvania are vying to lead the
Republican Senate Campaign Corn-
mittee.
There are no contests among the
Democratic leadership in the Senate.
House Democrats and Republicans
have already voted to keep Jim Wright,
D-Texas, as majority leader and John
Rhodes, R-Ariz., as minority leader.
The principal power struggle in the
House involves the chairmanship of the
Appropriations Committee, a contest
that won't be decided for at least a
week.
On the basis of seniority, Rep. Jamie
Whitten, 1)-Miss., is in line to succeed
Rep. George Mahon, who did not run for
reelection to his seat.
But Democratic liberals hope to
convince the Democratic Caucus to
bypass the Mississippi conservative in
favor of Rep. Edward Boland of
Massachusetts.
Seniority is expected to prevail
despite the fact that Boland is one of
O'Neill's oldest and closest friends.
There also is likely to he an attempt
to oust Rep. Daniel Flood, 13-Pat, under
indictment on perjury charges, as
chairman of the appropriations sub-
committee that handles the budgets of
the departments of Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare. Flood is ex-
pected to retain the chairmanship.
House Republicans are also expected
to try to expel Rep. Charles Diggs, I)-
Mich., who is appealing a three-year
sentence for a federal payroll fraud
conviction.
In the Senate, retirements and
defeats have resulted in 20 new faces,
one of the largest freshman classes
ever. That means a major shuffle in
committee seats.
Republicans, with three additional
senators, will get another slot on most
committees.
President Carter's submission of a
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty
(SALT) with the Soviet Union for
Senate approval has generated par-
ticular interest in the vacancies on the
Foreign Relations Committee.
Two Democratic seats are expected
to go to Sens. Edmund S. Muskie of
Maine and Paul Tsongas of
Massachusetts. Republican vacancies
are sought by Sens. S.I. Hayakawa of
California, Jesse Helms of North
Carolina and Richard Lugar of Indiana.
Here, in brief, are some of the major
issues expected to face the new
Congress:
— SALT. The treaty, placing new
limits on US. and SoNt strategic
arsenals, would have to be approved by
a two-thirds Senate majority.
Oppositon to the pact, which the ad-
ministration hopes tci, conclude early
this year would be led by Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash., and Republican
conservatives.
Baker -said Sunday that so -many
senators have not yet decided how to
vote that neither side now has the votes
to prevail.
— U.S.-China relations. The first test
of the administration's recognition of
mainland China will probably come
with the vote to confirm an American
ambassador. Conservatives are also
expected to press for maintaining some
form of official ties with Taiwan, a
move the administration opposes.
— Budget. Shortly after Carter
submits his fiscal 1980 budget next
Monday, the Senate Budget Committee
will begin hearings on the proposals,
expected to total around $533 billion
with a deficit of just under $30 billion.
— Taxes. The House Ways and Means
Committee is expected to open hearings
soon on the president's plan to allow a
tax credit to workers whose wage in-
creases are below 7 percent. The
committee's head, Rep. Al Ullman, D-
Ore., is not enthusiastic about the
proposal.
Former USAF Officer Killed
Along With 19 Others In Iran
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran ( AP) - Unknown
assailants killed a former U.S. Air
Force colonel in the southeastern city of
Kerman and 19 other persons were
slain in two days of political violence
across Iran, according to reports
reaching Tehran today
U.S. Embassy officials said Martin
Berkowitz, 53, of San Francisco, was
found dead in Kerman. The embassy
gave no further details, but the
newspaper Ithayaaxeported Berkowitz
was apparently stabbed Sunday -night
in the kitchen of his home and that the
words "Go Back To Your Country"
were found scrawled on the wall of the
house.
Khayan said Berkowitz was head of
the Pars-Jordan Co., a copper-mining
concern. The paper said his killers had
not yet been identified.
In the capital, more than 100,000
people, in a festive mood but as usual
chanting "Death to the shah!" and
"Long live Khomeini!", jammed the
streets around the main bazaar today
for the second successive day of
massive demonstrations against Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
The Iranian Senate, meanwhile,
-hurriedly gave its endorsement to the
hew- civilian government of 'Prime
Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar. Once the
Cabinet receives _ approval of
Parliament's lower house, the shah i-
expected to leave Iran.
But Bekhtiar would then have to face
the opposition of the exiled Moslem holy
man Ayatullah Khomaini and his huge
following, who demand an Islamic
republic guided by religious leaders.
Berkowitz was the second American
slain in the year-long political upheaval
in Iran. On Dec. 23, Paul Grimm, an
American executive of the Westernrun
Oil Service Co. of Iran, was ambushed
and killed ,by terrorists in the south-
western oil City of Ahwaz.
Anti-Americanism has been strong
among anti-shah elements because of
Washington's support of the monarch.
and because of what many Iranians see
as Western domination of their country.
The Khayan newspaper said 17
iersons were killed in political violence
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IIITIE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
I. LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Nat Ryan Hughes, corn
mittee for Tavie Cooper,
incompetent Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway district court
on or before January 24, 1979,
the date of hearing. 
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Dorothy McRae, committee
for Ruby Suiter, in-
competent, Exceptions to,
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway district court
on or before January 24, 1979,
the date of hearing. 
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Ronnie McNutt,
Administrator, of the estate
of Nuell McNutt, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
January 24, 1979, the date of
hearing.
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
alloway district court by
Hugh T. Rushing and Hazel
Brandon, Co-executors, of
the estate of Fannie Lou
Rushing, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
January 24, 1979, the date of
hearing.
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Gene E. Hendon and Nancy
C. Hendon, Co-executors, of
the estate of L. :Carnie
Hendon, deceased. Excep-
tions to this settlement must
be flied in the Calloway
district court on or before
January 24, 1979, the date of
hearing.
A _FINAL setflement of tic-
couniS has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Hubert Leroy Cochran,
Executor, of the estate of
Zepha Cocharan, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
January 24, 1979, the date of
hearing.
NOTICE TO Creditors. The
following estate fiduciary
appointmente have btesl,
made in the Calloway distPrcr
court All claims -against
these estates should be filed
with the fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.
Joseph William Hill, Almo,
Kentucky; dec'd, Louise Hill,
Almo, Kentucky, Executrix
Cora Scott, Rt. 1, Murray,
Kentucky, dec'd, William
Clavin Scott, Rt. 1, Murray,
Kentucky, Administrator
Ross D. Odle, 811 Sunny
Lane, Murray, Kentucky,
dEd'd, Margaret Odle, 811
Sunny Lane, Murray,
Kentucky, Executrix
John J. Garland, Rt. 3,
Murray, Kentucky, dec'd,,
.Eurle Garland, South 9th St.,
Murray, • Kentuciky,
Administrator
, Ruth Canady, dec'd, Mildred
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Paid, Inc a leader in
providing professional ac-
counts receivable control
programs for business and in-
dotty, **eased to eataosioce
Ole slabs of a new sales
*NW Ow to
growth in .Paid% arke









poteatial to earn $30,14111plas a
=sand expect to earn
- itz2,000 while leer-
=iniZork with topcounseling them
on tiwir accounts receivable
cult new. Penalised wall
paying position Inchon com-
mission, incentive bonus,
health package and other




program and a proven record
of success.
Sales experience valuable,
record of achievement and a
strong desire for real
fulfillment necessary. For
details and a confidential in-
terview call toll free I
3308, Mr. James 0.42",
Executive Vice President.
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God, Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WU:IL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and







REDUCE SAFE & fast with
























You have friends or
relatives in any jail
within the State of
Kentucky and wish us
to contact them, by
mail or in person.
Write: CAPTIVES
FOR CHRIST P.O.
Box 882, Murray, Ken-
tucky 42071 or Call 502-
753-9988.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
& Recreation Board are requesting
bids for a tractor for the Parks Depart-
ment. The specifications and bid in-
formation regarding this piece of
equipment may be obtained at the Park
Office, 10th and Payne St., 753-7640.
Bid Deadline: 4 P.M. Tuesday, Feb. 6,
1979.
1 The City of Murray will accept bids on One(1) Pumper fire truck for the Murray FireDepartment. Specifications may be obtainedat the City Clerks Office, City Nall Building,Murray, Kentucky. For further informationcall Jackie Cooper, Chief, .at 753-1688 or753-1344.
FOR SALE
• NORNBUCKILE BARBER SHOP
lk.dent Street
NEW OFFICT HOURS rloSed All Day wen.
Monday-Friday 7730-Noon Saturrtny 7-30til 5:00
POKE HAIRCUT 11.10 PRKISNAVI 11.75
For hospital I house calls please call 753-3615 ORO
day in advance.
2. NOTICE
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 2S years, we
can supply ybu with reprints
Carter PhotographIc Studio,
753 8298. We copy and restore
old photographs.
S. LOST FOUND
LOST. SOLID white bird




through Friday,.2:30 to 4.30,
in my home. Must have own
transportation. 753-7155. 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine Operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
MATURE WOMAN needed
as nanny for 2 small
children. Must have
references and own tran../..5-
sportation. Phone 436-5601. 
OPPORTUNITY FOR "WONDER WHAT "THEIR ALIBI S
represent distributor for &PIING GOING TO BE THIS YEAR?"husband and wife to A rot
national Company. Earning
potential $1800 and plus a






PART TIME job for person
with medical experience to
do exams for insurance
companies in area. (502) 737
2298.
TEXAS Olt Company needs
dependable person who can
work without supervision in
Murray. Contack customers.
Age unimportant, but
maturity is. We train. Write







14. WANT TO BUY
HARDY BOYS books, good
condition. 753-6424 after 4
pm.
WANT TO BUY od,ig,sed
moble homeS. -CWO27417
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 4 horsepower
air compressor, General
Electric, lay down, 180gallon
tank, single thase. uso. Call
474-2776 after 6 pm. 






Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 so. 5th
FOR SALE: Electric range,
$25. Call 759-4621.
HOUSE FULL of furniture
for sale. 753-7567.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS •
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
















piano. Brand new. $800 Call
435-4294.
SIX MONTH old Spinet
piano, yours by assuming
low monthly payments. Also
a used upright piano.








sale. Dill Electric. Phone 753
9104.
BOY'S SUITS, excellent
condition, sizes 12 and 14,
$8.00. Other clothing itemsas
well. 767-4471.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Oak
and hickory, all good wood.
437-4346.
SALE!, WE have over 40
portable buildings on our lot
for sale, fully erected, with
heavy duty floors. As much.
as 20 per cent off on some
models. Immediate delivery,
terms. Morgan Portable
Buildings, 4121 Clarks River
Road, Paducah. 442-1354.
TWO FORD 15 inch pickup
truck wheels with snow tires,
$35. New chain saw, 14 inch
bar, $125. Phone 489-2595.
26. TV-RADIO
TAKE UP payment on 25
inch color t.v. under
warranty. 753-7575.
27. MOB. Homg SALES 
1972 FIFTH AVENUE, 12' X
60', 2 bedroom, gas heat,
central air, underpinned,
tredowns, washer and dryer.
furnished with hose fur
niture. Extra nice. 17200. 753
8780.
1974 HALMARK 12' X 50', 2
bedrdom, partially for
nished, under pinned
Located Riveria Courts. 753
8706.
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas.
tyrnished, very nice. 753-4074
or753- 1111T.-- -- •
1974 12' X 60' TWO
'BEDROOM trailer, all
electric, furnished, centre/
air, underpinned and storage
building Located at Fox
Meadows Trailer Courts
CAII 247-7386 after 4 pm.
28. M013. HOME RENTS
ONE, 2 BEDROOM and one,
3 bedroom mobile home for
rent. Both have central gas
heat, new carpeting and new
furniture. Seen at Shady
Oaks Mobile Home Court. 
TRAILER FOR rent in
Hardin, partially furnished.
One single or two adults, no
children and no pets. Call
437-4462.
29. HEATING & COOLING 
FOR SALE: 2 commercial
electric space heaters, 220 or
440 volt, one 15 kw, S225. 20






Space now available. For
details contact, Don Overby,
763-1392.
S-140-PP4NG CENT-ER- next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753.3018
after 5 pm!
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
at New Concord. $60 per
month. 4 36-2 4 27




Asartments,. South 16th St.,
TWO SLEEPING rooms
available for college girls at
1506 Sycamore. Come by and
see. 





to campus for college
girls.
Phone 753-5865 or .-
763-5108
after 6 p.m.
HOUSE FOR rent. 4
bedroom, -Lynn Grove. Call
(90))642-8682 or 642-9236.
LAKE SHORE home un-
furnished, 3 bear_oom, 2
baths, couple only:US° per
month. Security deposit and
references required. Call 753-
8572.











300 BALES GOOD hay. $1.75
a bale. Contact Howard
Brandon at 753-4389 or 753
5960.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
A K C REGISTERED
Minature Schnauzer, male, 6
weeks old, $150. 753-5335.





pups for sale. 3 months old.
Excellent blood line. UKC
registered. Phone 436-5650.





7 apartments, located on S
16th next to college, for sale.
Also for sale, 2 bedroom
trailer on lake front lot in
Panorama Shores . Call 436-







Prof eiroona Set', ir es
With The Fnendly Touch
LET US SHOW YOU
THIS . . .3 bedroom,.
large living rm. -
dining rm., full





At Only $45,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate.
l00 N. 12th St
43. REAL ESTATE
protragaional Sers ices
With The FrbendlN Much"
B. V. BI-LEVEL . .
Loaded with quality. 3




peace & quiet in this
scenic location Drive
Out TO Set' This
Today. tOyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St. 
DO ANYTHING You like with-,
this property,,, Around 387
feet of highway frontage on
New Concord Highway. You
can build a home, mobile
home, business or anything
Priced at $3,800. The
NELSON SHRDAT CO.,






With The E. riencily Touch-
BRING YOUR WIFE.
. And see this at-
tractive 4 BR., 2 bath











105 N. 12th St.
GUESS WHAT? You can still
buy a 2 bedroom brcik with
central heat and air on '2
acre lot for under 130,000
For more information call
753-1492 or 437-4446. Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Wisp of tin week! litre
nice 3 IS, 2,/, belt brick alai
&seism sod boateieror. Goi-
tre! hew L sir IL ortre isi-
sailertiee for moray seekowl
tosetoi new Colderetor and
priced to sal ef suly $45,500.
John Smith, Realtor
South 12th at Sy camor•
TELEPHONE 753-1051
A dream come true, is
the house at 1302 Kirk-
wood. Three bedroom
two bath, brick with
central gas heat and
central electric air.
Real, wood burnign
fireplace in large den,
carpet, range, storm
doors and windows. In
back is a brick storage
house with double
carport and large
patio with gas gill.
$49,000.00.
Purdom & Thurman




IF YOU'D like a half acre
with trees and a creek., see
this beautiful lot in
Gatesborough. Priced to
move at under $6,000. Call
753-1492 or 753.8221 offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
WILSON
_If/Wed: limited Reel Estate
eelespersoas who we in-
terested hi work* is AN
Murray eres. Coated Wayne
Wises, 751-3263.
THB BUY of the new year is
this nice lot in K ingswood
Subdivision. In an area of
lovely homes, • this lot- is an
excellent investment to keep
or build on now. The lot lent's'
itself to different home
styles. Only $3,500. The
Nro1x.fAit66 3-a6R-OAT---60,-
REALTORS. 759,1207....,
EXPECT TO BE IM-
PRESSED - If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all
















IT'S NEVER f00 Cold.., to
move when the price is right!
If you'd like a place to raise a
few hogs, keep a chicken or
two, an extra large garage,
and two farm out buildings,.
we have it Also has a 2
bedroom home with all
appliances and washer and
dryer...call 753-1492...offered
be Loretta Jobs Realtors 
"FAMILY AFFAIR" -
"Quality Plus" best
describes this new 3







are only a few of the
quality features of this





home on quiet street near
hospital This two bedroom,
__living room (newly paneled'
and combinatin dinino
kitchen call be yours for
under $70,000 John- c
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St., 753 0101 Of call
Bill Wilson at 759.4985













Would you like to live
near the lake or have a
nice house just to get
away from it all? Take
a look at this prac-
tically new two
bedroom home in
Baywood Vista. It has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath and a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
at only $21,500. Don't
delay - phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALT-
Y, 753-1222. ,
45. FARMS FOR SALE
78 ACRE FARM with house
and one out building for sale
5 miles from Kentucky Lake
Call weekdays after 6:30 pm.
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday. 753-7244
46. HOMES FOR SALE




kitchen and utility, 2 full,
ceramic tile baths with tuba.
and showers and marble top
-vanities: Family rdom,
covered porch, 1 bedrooms, 2
blocks from Universtty, wall
to wall carpet, 82 gallon
quick recovery hot water
Wester,- -garbage disposals
storm windows, heal pump,
double installation in walls,
floors, and ceilings, chan-
delier, double wide
driveway. Shown by ap-
pointment only. John 0.
Pasco, 753-5791 or 753-2649.
FOR SALE by owner: 4
bedroom, 21/2 bath, 2,000 sq...
ft. in 91/2 acres in Marshall
County. Call 5274174 or 527-
49. USED CARS
1971 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
4-door, power, air, ex-
ceptional car. 1650. 753-4530. 
1974 MERCURY MARQUIS
Braugham, 2-door, $1900. 753-
4530.
1963 PONJIAC CATALINA,





604 So. 12th St.
1975 C65 DUMP TRUCK,
single axle, 23,000 miles. 1-
365 6116 ask for Mike.
1973 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
automatic, $1795. Call .149-
7595.
1974 DODGE D 600 with
gravel dump, 5-speed, 50,000
actual miles, A-1 shape. (6)5)
232 7404, Dover, TN.
1958 CHEVROLET PICKUP
Runs $100 Call 436-2289
1977 JEEP TRUCK Honcho,
one owner, 22,000 miles, new
tires. Call after oat 753.7597
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters and roofing. Call 1.
395-4962 or 1-362 4895.
CONCRETE & BLOCK
WORK. • Block garages,
basements, driveways,




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489-2774. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estima tee. 
INSULAtt-' AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown




Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7




and Tax Service, Railroad
Ave., Murray. 7534636 or 753-
3996.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.





call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak 125-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753 8536. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Cali Joe Jackson 753 7149
after 6 pm. 
ROCLEING, excellent
references. Call 753-146
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
'ask for Shetley. 
ROOFING, FLAT "-or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
eaperience. Call 435-4173. 
SNOW REMOVAL for
driveways, etc, with back




Call after 5 pm, 436-2294. 
WET BASEMENT? WO
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1.
442 7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating.
carpentry repairs. Catl 753-
221 1, if no answer call 759-
1531,
WET BASEMENT? Repair

















McKeel Equipment Company is allowing an extra-
10% discount on all L,ely Roterra parts orders
placed before Jan. 20, 1979. Look your machine over
and bring your list to McKeel Equipment Company
in Murray, Ky. today. (Offer good on any order of-
$75 or more, placed by Jan. 20, 1979 and picked up &
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6 a.m. to Midnight






Taber's Termite Inspection Carrier
Body Shop Poison
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
e
Quality Service











753-6177 , Service Departments
1301 ghestnut-Murray 753-3914 753-9290
MAGIC NIT
Chimney Swooping in the Murray-Calloway Ormarrs Hinman's
fine old tradition County Hospital REFINISHING 8 Rentals
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...Funeral services for Mrs.
Lucy Fennell are being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Coy
Garrett officiating and Leland
Peeler directing his group for
the singing. ,
Serving as pallbearers are
Kenneth, Frank, and Mack
Fennell, Dan Cox, Dale
Campbell, and Glen Jones.
Burial will follow in the
Palestine Cemetery.------ -
Mrs. Fennell, 81, died
Friday at 8:30 p.m. at her
home on Dexter Route 1. She
was the wife of Lawson
Fennell who died May 20,1977,
and was born May 23, 1897, in
Calloway County to the late




Williams, Murray Route 3,
Mrs. Gladys Cox, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Alvie Lorene I
Lovett, Taylor, Mich., Mrs.
Bill lLouise) Carr, Carlton
Township, Mich., and Mrs.
Cliff (Betty) Goad, Dearborn
Heights, Mich.; two sons,
Homer and Paul Fennell,
Dexter Route 1; two sisters,
Mrs. Bernie Hooper, Ftidgley,
Tenn. and _MA. David (Bea)
Spearl, Los Angeles, Calif.;
one brother, Willie Holt,
Paducah Route 4; 22 grand-




The funeral for Richard
Rude Cullom was held Sunday
at 1:15 p.m. at the chapel of
.• Churchill Fameral
--Bathe with the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist.
• Pallbearers were Wayne
Flora, Dr. J. D. outland,
Henry Fulton, Thomas
Redden, Henry Holton, C. 0.
Bondurant, Joe Parker, and
Max Parker. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Cullom, 66, died Friday
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs.
Rowena Jones Cullom, 2103
GatesboroUgh, Murray,
daughter, Miss Julia Cullom,





The funeral for Mrs. Claude
(Bernice M. Steele was held
Sunda) at 1:30 p.m. arthe
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Henry
Hargis an . Mark Pugh of-
ficiating. *
Jerry Bolls led the singing
with singers from the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
where she was a member.
Pallbearers were Steve,
Paul, Clyde, and Caldwell
Steele, Kenny Burton, and
.Jackie Herndon. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Steele, 83, died Friday
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She is sur-
vived by her husband, Claude
Steele, daughter, Mrs. Homer
Beall, two sons, Connie and
John C. Steele, five grand-











price and coverages with
ours. Maybe I can nave
you some money.
Allstate
You're in good hands.










WO Own. III 4711
Chris Jeffrey's
Funeral Held Here
The final rites for Chris
Jeffrey, 6, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Allen Jeffrey, Dexter
Route 1, were held Saturday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with-the Rev. Fil Boston
and the Rev. Dr. William P
Mullin, Jr., officiating.
Pallbearers were Mike
Adams, Jerry Adams, Gary
Kilgore, and, Dwain Cooper.
Music was by Mrs. L. D. Cook,
Jr., and Mrs. Otto Erwin.
Burial was in the Ledbetter
Cemetery.
The little boy died Thursday




Dead At Age Of 55;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Edwin A. (Pod) Cun-
ningham, Murray • Route 5,
died Sunday at 7:10 a.m. He
was pronounced dead op
arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
after having been stricken ill
at his home.
The deceased was 55 years
of age and operated a salvage
yard near his home. Born May
1, 1923, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Dennis
Cunningham and Flora
Eldridge Cunningham.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Rust Cunningham,
to-whom he was married on--




Orlando, Fla.; one sister, Mrs.
Russell ( Mary) Parker, and
one brother, Odell Cun-
ningham, Murray Route 5.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman----,
Funeral Home with the Rev.
William B. Taylor officiating.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
Cemetery. .




Telous N. McDougal of
Murray Route 0d-died this
morning at 9:10 a.m. He was
70 years of age.
Calloway County Chief
Deputy C-oronor Bill Marcum
said Mr. McDougal was
stricken ill at the home of his
sister-in-law, Mrs. Beauton
Lassiter, 1003 Fairlane.
Mr. McDougal was a retired
employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company.
His survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Estelle Williams
McDougal, Murray Route 6.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral





The funeral services for
Henry Martin (Shorty) Young
were held Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Wayne Carter and
the Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiating.
Music was by the choir of
the West Fork Baptist Church.
where he was a member, with
a solo by the Rev. Leon
Penick. Burial was in the West
Fork Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were
Kerry and 'Terry Wyatt,
Jimmy, Herbert, and Owen
Finnell, and Lyman Dixon.
Honorary pallbearers were
Willie Emerson, B Falwell,




Ezell, Devoe Bridges, Festus
Story, Bulas Wilsoi, Keys
Blakely, and Harry Ray.
Mr. Young, 71, died Friday
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He served as a
magistrate for two terms.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bronzie Nell Christen-
berry Young, daughter, Mrs.
Waburn Wyatt, son, Larry
Young, and four grand-
children. all of Murray Route
1; step mother, Mrs. Captola
_Murrayir sister, _Mrs.
Rowena Finnell, Pad
brother, Rob Young, Y a e,
Mich.; two step sisters, Mrs.
Max (Murrelle) Walker and
Mrs. Charles (Estelle)
Caldwell, Murray
ill Murray Area Council Of IRA To American livioilture
Hear Koppman Speak Tue0ay Movement To Meet
MSU ROTC CADET COMMISSIONED 21.7 - Thomas Edward Goode, jr., (left)
Paducah, was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the Kentucky National Guard.
21T Goode, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Goode of 471 West Jefferson, is a senior
majoring in Business Administration at Murray State University. He will attend guard
drill one weekend per month in Murray, while completing his final semester of course
work for the B.S. degree, which he will receive in May. Shown with 21T Goode is LTC
Randell G. Routt, Chairman of the Department of Military Science at Murray State.
Murray State Tells Date's
For Two Summer Sessions
Dates for'the two five-week
summer sessions to be
initiated this year at Murray
State University have been
announced as ,May 29-June 29
and July 2-Aug. 3.
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-
president for academic
programs, - said classes will
meet regularly on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday. Class hours will be
7:30 to 9:20 am,, 9:45 to 11:35
a.m., and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
With the exception of May 30
and July 4, Wednesday will not
be a day for classroom in-
struction. Butwell said
Wednesdays generally will be
held open for reading,
preparation Of papers,
meetings with instructors, and
other academic 'pursuits.
The summer schedule at
Mueray State was revised by •
the , board of regents in a
meeting Dec. 22. The
academic calendar in past
years had included a three-
week intersession and an
eight-week summer term.
Or._ Constantine W. Curris,
university president,
recommended the change to
the board in an effort "to
make summer programs
more attractive to prospective
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
USDA - Cattle 2100;
slaughter steers and heifers
3.00-5.00 higher; slaughter
cows utility 1.00 lower: canner
and cutter steady; bulls
steady; calves and vealers
steady; feeder steers under
550 lb 2.00-3.00 lower; over 550
lb 2.00 higher; feeder heifers
2.00-3.00 lower;
Slaughter steers choice 900-
1200 lb 61.40-64.90: mixed good
and choice 900-1050 lb 61.00-
61 70; good 1100-1385 lb 59.00-
61.00;
Slaughter heifers choice 850-
1150 lb 62.90-65.00; mixed good
and choice 957 lb 60.50;
Slaughter cows utility 46.00-
50.00; high dressing utility
50.25-53.00; cutter 44.00-48.00;
canner and cutter under 800 lb
40.00-44.00;
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1230-1770
lb 63.00-68.75;
Slaughter calves and
vealers choice 210-305 lb
vealers 87.00-96.00; good 79.00-
81.50; good and choice 335-415
lb calves 65.00-67.50; feeder
steers choice 300-350 lb 83.00-
90.00; 350-450 lb 78.00-80.75;
450-550 lb 72.50-78.50; 550-700 lb
69.00-73.00:, 700-810 lb 65.00-
72.50; mixed good and choice
300-500 lb 73.00-83.00; 500-600 lb
65.00-73.00; 600-800 lb 63.00-
68.00; good 350-500 lb 64.00-73-
00; 500-980 lb 53.75-65.00;
heifers choice 300-500 lb 65.00-
71.50; 500-720 lb 61.50-65.00;
mixed good and choice 400-600
lb 59.00-66.00; good 500-730 lb
52.00-60.00; •
Hogs 900: barrows and gilts
1.50 higher; 1-2 200-240 lb 54.0°-
54.25; 240-250 lb 53.50-54.00;
200-265 lb 53.25-54.00; 2-3 235-
265 lb 52.00-53.00; sows 1.50-
2.00 higher; 1-2 350-400 lb 46.5°-
47.00; 400-500 lb 47.00-48.00;
500-635 lb 48.00-49.00; utility
350.400 lb 44.00-45.00; boars
over 300 lb 41.50-43.50;
Sheep 25; untested.,
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
January 15,1971
Kentucky Purchase An',. Hoe Market
Report Include, 7 Raying Station.,
Receipts Act 1615 Est 700 Harrows &
pita 75 toll 00 hitcher Sow% steady to
mostly $2 OS higher
US 1-2 200-ZIO lbe ..... $52 75-53.23
UV MG-240 - .$5.2.5002.226
US 1-3 240-2501bn.  $51 50-52 50





US 1-3 500450 lbs




$45 00-46 50 few 47 On
$40 00-41 00
Roar% 22 00-37 30 madly 30.110-37 00
students and to provide in-
creased opportunities for
faculty development." He said
he made his recommendation
after a review of past
enrollments, as Well as a
survey of summer programs
at other schools.
"Parents and Reading" will
be the theme of the meeting to
be held by the Murray Area






University, on Tuesday, Jan.
16, at 4:30 p.m. in Room 341,
Special Education Building,
MSU.
Ms. Koppman is presently
on leave from her position as
Unified classroorwteacher for
grades K-6 at San Diego,
Calif.. and as a parttime in-
structor at La Verne College
and San Diego State
University. She is co-author
and author of several articles
in education publications. She
is an IRA Parent Involvement
committee author for Allyn &
Bacon Company.
All persons interested in
reading or reading instruction
are encouraged to attend, said
Yancey Watkins, director of




Two adult farm classes at
the Murray Area Vocational
Center have rescheduled the
start of their classes, ac-
cording, to Johnnie Stockdale,
teacher.
The New Concord class will
start tonight (Monday) and
the Lynn Grove class on
Tuesday, Jan. 16, Both classes
will start at 7 p.m. and will run
for ten weeks.
Any interested farmers are
invited to attend, Stockdale
said.
American Agriculture
Movement will hold e public
meeting for all farmers tits
have an active interest in the
movement Tuesday night.
According to a spokesman,
the meeting will begin at 7
p.m. in the Calloway County
Courthouse. •
Stock Market
Pncee al Mork of local adored *
noon, EDT, today, hindsied to the
Lodger & Ittnea by FIng at Mbehleses,
Corp., at Mirray, are Ai "
 "4:2-4Industrial Aversige
Air Products WA +1%
American Motors 3% lee
Ashland 011 3654 -k-%
American Telephone 61% -4%
Bonanza 554/1111111 4
Chrysler le% +11

























design keeps you on
the go all winter long,
through slush or snow,
wet road or dry. And
the smooth, quiet ride
lets you forget about
spring change-over.
Tiempo - the one





plus $I 59 or $1 71
























P185/75R13 BR78-13 $46.00 $2.00
P195/75R1.1 ER78-14- $61.00 $2.36
P205/ 75R14 FR78-14 $66.50 $2.52
P215/75R14.GR78-14 $69.50 , $2.62
P225/ 75R14,HR78-14 $74.00 $2.80
k 
P205/75R15 FR78-15 $68.50 $2.61
P215/75R15 GR78-15 $71.00 $2.79
P225/ 75R 15_HR78-15 $77.00 $2.95
P235/75R15 LR78-15 $82.50 $3.09
Also available in
Import car sizes
RV White Spoke Wheels
4 for $109
ike 15 8
The added touch for any light
truck, van or RV. Eight gleam-
ing white *pokes in dished
rim. Lug nuts and cap extra




SIZES TO FIT MOST U.S.CARS
Power Streak 78
4713-13 blackwall, plus















AMIN CSECII - If we sell out of your size we
will issue you a rain check, assuring future
delivery at the advertised price
SNOW TIRE RETREADS
Deep-biting lugs for traction when




444 to SOC F.E.T.
depending or size.
No trade needed
OTHER SIZES AT SIMILAR PRICES
BIG BATTERY VALUE
Fits Most Fords, Chev, Ply, & Compacts
All-Weather Battery $
A rugged, dependable battery loaded
With quality features_ Instant-on perfor-
mance, designed for vehicles with mini-
mum electrical needs Goodyear has the
right battery for whatever you drive .












brand 101 30 on.
Oil filter extra
if needed
HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS-,
HELPS INSURE QUIET OPERATION.
• Chassis lubricatvi- nd oil change • Please
call for appdintme-• • Includes light trucks-.
Front-End Alignment
and FraTire Rotation
$1 Parts extra it requiredExcludes front wheeldrive I Chevettes
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE.
• Inspect and rotate 4 tires • Inspect suspension
and steering systems • Set camber, caster and
toe-In to proper alignment.
Melt U.S made cars - seme imports
9 6121571 Ch7rdciev coOnt
Just Say 'Charge It mt. :
Engine Tune-Up
-98 
 And Wier $4 teas for electronic
6.cyj.
Ignition_ No extra charge for
air conditioned cars
Price includes listed parts
$UM - 4-cyi $etae -
MPS INSURE QUICK COLD WEATHER STARTS.
• Electronic engine starting and charging dye.
terns analyais • Install new points, spark plugs,
condenser and rotor • Set dwell and engine tim-
ing • Adiust carburetor • Includes Volkswagen.
Toyota, Datsun and light trucks
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy. Our Own eustomer Credit Plan • MasterCharge • Visa • American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
Confidence Starts Here
Goodyear Service Stores
121 S. 12th Street Murray, Ky.
Store Manager Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
Stars Users: 1:30 s.m. until MN p.m. Daily - Open Friday Until SAO p.m.
753-0595
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